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BUFFALO BILL AND THE BOY SCOUT;
The Tenderfoot Tramper of the Overland .
•

By the auth::ir of "BUFFALO BILL."

· CHAPTER I.
THE YOUNG TRA:.iP.

A youth of sixteen was tramping slowly along the
Overland stage trail, his face turned toward the west.
It was a face strangely full of character for one of his
years, bronzed as though by long exposure, with fine
features and look of frankness and manhood that was
most prepossessing.
He was dressed in a corduroy suit, top boots and a
slo~ch hat, had a soldier's !map ac.k, rolled blankets and
cill, strapped upon his back, carried a combination rifle
and shotgun O\'er one shoulder, and a revolver, hatchet
and knife in his belt.
One glance into his face was sufficient to show that he
was not "out for a lark," ~ut meant "business," and though
far from any habitation, following the lonely stage, trail
through a wild country full of deadliest danger, he was
not one to back down in the face of difficulties, hardships and peril.
"Halt there I
"We've got yer covered, and we is thcr toll-takers on
this trail.

"Hands up !"
The bo; started at the rude and threatening challenge,
but he saw no foe, and just where he had halted there
was no shelter for him, though ahead, from where the
voice had come, there was a group of rocks in which
·
crouched his foe or foes.
He was not a fool to throw away his life where odds
were all against him; so, "after a quick glance behind
him, he said, with a light laugh:
" Oh, yes; I'll halt, and you are welcome to all you
can rob a poor boy of, for I suppose tl~at is yo:.ir g:t.'tle."
"Yas, it's our game ter hold you up and light~n ther
weight yer carry, for maybe yer is givin' us a biuff.
"Come! Hands up, fer ther coach is due soon, and
we wants ter settle your case afore it ,,comes along.
Hands up, I say!"
The boy laid his\ gun upon the ground, and raised his
hands above his head, while he called out, in the same
indifferent tone:
"Well, what now?"
"We'll show you," and with the words three men appeared in sight, each covering him with a revolver.
They · were hard-looking fellows, roughly dressed.
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bearded, and with long hair, while the? were also heavily
armed and the spurs on ·their heels mdicated that they
had but just dismounted.
The upper part of their faces was masked, hut the boy
had no curiosity to see then;i, and quietly watched them,
as one w\io seemed to be the leader ordered:
"Leave your gun whar it is and come here among the
rocks!"
The yoi1th obeyed, his hands still raised above his
hf ad .
"Now, fellows, strip him, and be quick about ~I:, too!"
But, as the n\en laid their hands upon the youth there
came a savage yelp and a huge dog bounded over the
rock full upon them, while, quick as a flash, taking aclv<tntage of the change in his favor, the young Overland
1ramp shouted, as he drew his revolver and fire<'! full in the
face of one of' the road agents :
·
''Bravo! good clog ! I'll help you!"
The st..tdclen attack of the huge and savag-e dog, of
whose existence they had not dreamed, and his bearing
one ·of the men down backward, grasping at IJis throat,
while the vouth's revolver killed the second, rendered the
third man' helpless with fright.
But if the road agent had lost his nerve, the youth kept
his, and shouted :
"Now, you up with your hands,. for turn about is fair
plav!" c
· With the <lea-cl companion at his feet, the vengeful dog
holding another upon , his back, and a revolver pointing
full in hi s face, the outlaw sullenly obeyed, and was disarmed with a promptness and skill that showed the youth
to be an apt scholar in the ways of border warfare, if not
an expert in it.
·
"Now lie flat on you,r face and put your hands up behind your back!" the bov directed.
"See here, young pan'.!, . them fellers made me do what
I did, and I hain 't nothin' agin' yer, so don't be hard on
111e," whined the man.
"Bah ! Don't play the baby act. Do as L. tell vou !
Hqlcl him, Chum, while I tie this fellow."
The dog's lo,,,,- grnwl showed that he· had his game all
right, and, taking the lariat which was slung around the
man's neck, the youth securely bonnc\ his prisoner, . aµd
then turned to the· one he had shot.
;'Oh. Lordy ! He's dead!" was .the startled boy's exclamation. "I'm awful sorry, and~why, . Churi1, :mu
have killed that fellow, .too ! Ob! What shall I do? I'll
!<urely be hanged for this if it becomes known ." ·
nd, while the now thqroughly. alarmed youth stoo(l
gazing with white fa<;.e . down upun the t\vo dead men at,.
his feet, the road agent saw his chance; his assur~nce
came bacl< to him, and he said, eagerly :
.
·
"Yas, they hangs 1i.1en out here for killin'; and without trial, too; but I'll lend yer a baud and help yer out o'
yer bad fix ef you goes easy on me an' l<;eeps that brute
off'11 me."

The man looked a t him anxiously, and said, with a
growl:
"I don't see nothin ' funny in yer hangin'-that I
don't!'.'
· ·
"Oh, yon don 't, eh? But you would think it funny U
I was fool enough to accept your services. I was at.
tacked by you three cut-purses, and but for my good <log
thcrC', my b<:idyguard, that was lagging .i:)ebind, you would
Jun- ~ ' ent me adrift without a dollar, a blanket, a mouthful
of food; so, in protecting myself, I am no more to blame'
· than is Chum. \Ve simply took human life in ~elf-de
fense."
''Ther Vigilantes " ·iH say different, little pard. ' '
·'What will , they say about you and your hold-up
gaine ?"
·
''They won't belieye what you say; stranger; that's
dead sure."
''Oh, won't thl\y? • \ Ve'll take our chances 011 their
not being such fools as to suppose that a Jone boy would
attempt to rob th ree men.
''Come, I want to be on my way, so just help me to
tie these two dead pards of yours up 011 that tree out of
the reach of the wolves; that's humanity. After that
we'll proceed on our way and can reach the stage station
by night. if no more hold ups prevent."
"Say, young feller, what is you doin' out in this country, anyhow ?-you, a little tenderfoot, ,all alone?"
"That is my business, not yours. l don't give information to such as Yott on demand."
' 'Don't get huffy, boy pard, fer I wanted to say ef
yer come out here ter make yer fortin' I kin help yer on
that layout, big !"
"Oh, can you. ? \Veil , I am not stuck on the partnei:ship-not much, I am not !" and the lad laughed lightly
at the idea.
"Nm4 yer hain't none too rich, I take it, and my pards
here has got considerable 1noney about 'em, not ter speak
of ther weepins and horses, over ther hill yonder."
"Well ?"
". ow I'll give up all ef yer'JI let me go.'.'
.
"I've got all now, and you in the bargai11, haven't I?"
The man smothered an oath and tried ?gain.
"I meant ter say, ef yer would go with me Jt'd take
yer inter a gold claim I has and which will pan o.ut big
money. Yes, a fortin' for both of us !"
"Why, then, were you not leading an honest life by
working the rich claim instead of )ying it1 wait to rob
stage-coaches? I was not your game, I well kt1ow, only
I came along first and ~-ou concluded to rob, pei·hap: to
kill \11e, an<l then look ·for 'the big haul yot1 had planned,"
"It hain 't so, and 1 tell :1er· I'll 1nake yer fottjn' if
yer'll let me go."
The man started, listened an instant, and then, as he
heard a rumbling sound down the· trait, cried. excitedly:
"For God's sake, young feller, let me go ! Let me run
fer it, fo r they'll hang me if yer don't!.
.
.
'.'\Vel1 1 · I don't want to be the cause of yo\Jr being
hariged. so help me with the bodies of your '. coii1rad~.
CHAPTER II.
as I said, and I ~vill--"
.
.·
THE ESCAPE.
He paused, Iookecj up quickly, and beheld the OverThe youth looked at the outlaw an i1,stant, ,and qi1iekly lan<l coach dash around a curve in the ~rail.
his nerve, shaken l}y having taken his first human life,
)
"Quick, for God's sake, qi\ick I
returned to him, and he broke out into a layglL
"C..1t ~~l e lariat and iet me scoot fer cover!" ..
.
(
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Joe drew his revolver and fired rapidly at the rene"~ o; yoi; must take your chances," was the firm regade, while he shouted:
ply, and the boy stepped out into the trail.
"Where is your rifle, young feller? Quick!
The driver, seeing him, and divining what had hap"Let him have it right in the back !"
pened, drew rein at once and called out :
The youth made a spring for his rifle, but did not fire,
"Ho, boy tramp, has yer been held up by the Mas}<ed
as the pr;soner was now almost out of range.
Miners of ther Overland?"
"Well, let him go,'' he said, in his indifferent way, and
The driver sprang from his box as he spoke, while sev\
eral heads were thrust out of the coach windows to know ' then added:
"'Chum could have caught him if I had given the
what was the matter.
"Yes, sir; they halted me and were going to rob me, word."
"Why didn't you, then?" almost angrily demanded
when. my clog Chum, here, rushed to my rescue and I took
advantage of his fierce attack to shoot dne man and the Joe.
"Because I did not care to see the ruffian draggeri
other surrendered."
"You are as pl.ucky as they make 'em, little cuss! Just from his horse and torn to pieces, as he surely would
·
give us yer hand, and let me tell yer that Joe Jarvis, have been."
"Oho! there is a tender spot in your heart along with
driver of the Overland, is yer pard fer life, fer yer saved
my coach and passengers ftom being robbed by these the pluck there, eh?" returned the driver, admiringly.
"Well, that's right," he iadded, "for yer won't go far
very three devil s-no, I begs pardon, for I takes my hat
off to a qead man, let him have been what he may--I wrong, even out here, while that feelin' guides yer; yet,
means this one devil and his two pards," and the hand- now I fears, young pard, yer has turned a mighty dangersome driver of the Overland raised his broad sombrero ous sarpint loose upon yer track, and one who will show
to the two dead bodies, but looked at the living man as you no mercy if it ever comes his way to get even with
I
though- he would like to send him on the long trail after yer for clowning him and his pards ter-day.
"But, come; we'll get along, and you ride with me on
his cutthroat comrades.
"I am glad if I served you, sir, and the passengers, but ther box."
"I am not rich enough to ride, sir-have got to travel
remember, it was only by accident that I did so, and I
on shank's mare," avowed the boy.
deserve no credit for it."
"Gosh darn yer, who asked yer for money, arter what
"Don't yer, with two dead men and a prisoner, as your
game? Well, I should snicker ! Does you all ask yer has done for me and them under my care? Do yer
what was the matter?" and, going to the window of the want to make us all feel mean?"
"I do not accept pay for any such service I have rencoach. Joe Jarvis continued :
"Why, ther matter is that but for this boy, for he doµ't dered, by accident; so that's all right! Drive' on, Joe,
look much more, I 'd have had my coach robbed and yon and I and Chum will take your dust, and so be under no
would have lost all you've got in money, if not yer lives, obligations to any one,'' and he patted Chum 'affectionfer when ther Mounted Maskers holds yer up ifs often ately, while the big mastiff looked up into his young master's face as much as to say, "Of course we ,will, if you
done with a shot thet kills.
"I met this young feller on my run Ea!'t, yesterday, and say so."
told him he better turn about and hunt his home, but he
"Oh, you be blowed, youngster! I'll jest make you
come on, tellin' me he was on ther trail ter stick-ther ride ! Lordy ! I fergot clean about yer. horses."
- plucky little cuss !
"~1y horses?'}
":\3ut I'm durned glad he did stick, fer he has saved us
"Yes ; them as them two galoots left yer ther heir to!
a hold up, and you can go a royal Aush that he's the chain Come, boy, we'll hev' a look at what them stiffs pan out,
lightning yom~ gster fer this country."
and then take in their horses, for all the rake in belongs
"But Chum it was who saved me, sir!" protested the to you."
boy, confused by such complimehts; "and-,- "
"Belongs to me?"
"Holy smoke! Boy, yer prisoner has gone!" broke in
course! DQn't yer see, out here find in 's is
"Yes,
the stage-driver, and all saw a horse dashing away with keepin', and you found them, so all is yours, you bet, and
the prisoner in the saddle, his hands still bound tightly I'll fight ther man as says yqu is not entitled to everywith the rest of the lariat noosed over thing the Masked Marauders of the Overland couldn't
behind his back,
1
bis neck.
take along with them on the death trail.
"Come, I'll sarch 'em, and you keep tally," and, bendover the body of the man the youth had shot, Joe
ing
CHAPTER III.
Jarvis pulled the half-mask from his face.
THE DRIVER'S RECOGNITION.
"Yas, I've seen him afore,'' Joe averred, and, proThe prisoner had slipped away while the enthusiastic ceeding with his search, he called out :
·'Two revolvers, a bowie, a belt, a purse pretty well
Joe Jarvis was singing the praises of the youth to the passtocked with cash, a watch, a chain and two rings. That's
sengers.
Bound though he was, he had managed to unhitch his this jackpot.
"Now to. t'other one."
horse and mount him, dashing away at full speed with the
He removed the mask, but only to stagg~r back as
risk of breaking his neck by a fall.
But without doubt he decided that it was better that though he had been struck a blow, while his face turne<l
way than to have his neck broken by a rope over a tree the hue of death.
. "Do you know him, sir?" quickly asked the surprised
limb.

of
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and alarmed youth, while the passengers looked on with
"Tell me about it, please."
astonishment.
"It? Why, it was a dozen times, for yer must kpow
Instantly the driyer recovered, and said, quickly:
that he,, is chief of scouts at ther fort over ther raage
"No; I thought I did, but I guess-I do not know yonder.
'"What fort?"
him."
The last words w·ere slowly uttered, but the observant
"Fort Vidette."
Youth decided :
"Ohl I have a most important letter for a soldier at
·· "He is lying, for he does know the dead road robber." Fort Vidette. How far is it from here? I shoufd <;le"Say, young pard, my leaders is gettin' restive, so yer liver it as soon as possible."
see fer yerself what he has got on him." And the
"An hour's ride, on ahead, we cross a trail that runs
driver turned away.
to Vidette, and it is just twenty miles from thar."
It was the man that Chum had leaped upon, and his
"Then I "·ill take that trail, for I can get there early
iron jaws had crushed the life out of him when he to-morrow."
grasped his throat.
' Go on with me to 1\fountain City, and you will find
The search revealed a belt of money, a morocco case, the mail rider from ther fort come after ther mail towhich the youth did not open, a watch, chain, ring and morrow, and it's only thirty mile from thar."
a buckskin bag of jewelry and his weapons.
"Thank you ; I'll go the .nearest way."
·
"Will you keep these things, sir, all of them, for,
"Thar is fear o' Injuus, yer know."
·'I'll risk the'm."
·
though you say they are mine, I'll leave the~11 in your
charge."
"And the Mounted Maskers?'"
The driver hesitated a moment, and 1 then said, ear''You ca·ll those outlaws the 1\f ounted Miners or Masknestly, dropping the border dialect in which he had thus ers?"
far spoken:
"Yes; that's the name they go by, for they goes
"Yes, I'll keep them for you, boy. It was your dog mounted to their work, which is mining other people's
that killed him, not you."
pockets of their gold ..,
"Yes, Chum killed him."
·'I see."
"All right; they'll be safe '..Vhen you call for them.
''You can reach the fort in three hours on horseback
.. Now we'll hitch the horses, one on each side of a · from where we cross the trail.''
leader, and the bodies we'll carry on top of the coach.
"I '11 go on foot."
"I can give your dog a lift, too, if you say so."
"And got two horses?"
"No; he can follow, thank you."
"They are not mine tmtil the auu1orities in the city
The horses wete fonnd to be unusually fine animals, say they are mine, and clear me for killing the outlaws."
./ and well equipped. They were unsaddled and hitched
"\Vhat authorities?"
alongside of the leaders, and with his newly-found pard
''The officials of the city."
by his side, Joc Jarvis drove on his way once more.
Joe Jarvis laughed, and saiJ :
But the youth, close reader of human nature that he
"Officials of the city? Why. boy pard, bless yer in'\\<-as, was not deceived by the comluct of the driver. The nocent soul, ther only law out here is might, ther man
light-hearted, reckless manner was gone, and Joe had who draws and pulls trigger fust, and ther city are only
assumed_ an air to disguise his real feelings, while every a big mining camp of log or board houses, or dug-outs,
now and then he cast a quick glance backward at the body where ther stage trail ends.
of the man whose face, when unmasked, had so startled
''Thar is no city, no authority but the gun, and .when I
him.
~ ays these horses is yours, thet ther booty of ~her
At la t, as though anxious to forget himself, he asked : ther--"
and, casting a quick glance at the bodies, he
"'Little pard, what on 'arth brought you, a kid, out to
continued, . in a lower tone:
these dangerous parts alone?"
"Ther outlaws is yours, my word goes, every time."
"I came to see the country and to seek a fortune ."
"Well, I will lea:ve· the horses and all with you un til I
·'You'll do both, for you are that kind, and yer don't
come to Mountain City."
look so much like a real pard o'· mine fer nothin', for
'·When ""ill you corne ?"
you has got grit ther same as he has, and might be took
''Just as soon as I see .the soldier I -poke of, and give
for his bov brother."
him the letter I- have for him."
"Who is' it you speak 0£ ?"
"All right; I'll be thar, as I don't go back on my run
"Buffalo Bill, the scout."
"Oh, do you know Buffalo Bill~·· cried the youth, with . for t\Yo days."
"!\ow tell me of Buffalo Bill, please, sir."· .
sudden pleasure beaming in his intelligent face.
"You has heerd of him ?"
·
"I have read of him, and hea\ d of him, too."
"Well, Buffalo Bill is the king out in these par.ts, for .
CHAPTER IV.
he's a borderman from the sole of his foot to 'his scalpAf,.ONE ON THE TRAIL . .
lock, which ther Injuns would so like ter git, !er a fustclass prize.
"Does I know Buffalo Bill, young feller?
"v\iell, I should think I did, for if it was not for him I
"He is, as I said, chief of scouts at Vidette, and the
would not be here now."
soldiers, from ther colonel ~1.own. i;; ~tuck on him, ·for he
"He saved your life, then?"
don'.t get scared at .the .sigjl~ of an Inj1::111; gunpowder
''I guess he.bas."
don't fluster him; he niakes no mistakes in guidin' and
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· scoutip', and when he's playin' a game he knows when
ter ca11 yer, and holds ther cards ter win-four aces high,
every whack up.
'
"He is feared by the redskins as an evil spirit, and the
Mounted l\liners is alwavs on the watch for him, for
they has had cattse ter dread hearin' his gun go off; it's
their death warrant, sure.
"More than twenty times .he has saved me from being
picked off my box by the l\.founted Maskers lying in wait
for the coach, .and that means he has saved the passengers and treasure as well, for them outlaws seems ter
know iust when I carries booty; and I'll tell yer, boy
pard. j carries a rich haul for 'em to-day, had you not
kept ·em from gettin' it," and Joe Jarvis gave another
deep sigh as he cast a quick glance back at the bodies.
"Arc the .l'vfountecl Miners, or ~1askers, numerous,
:i r ?"
''Nobody k ows, or can find out, but it's a corner-Jot
foct that ti1ey is too numerous for comfort, and once they
\Var in force enough to whip off a guard that went with
the coach, and they got their booty, too, after a red-hot
fight.
"Sometimes the coach is held up and only one man is
seen, but yer kin bet high that the others is around; then,
. again, half a dozen show themselves.
"'They robs thcr miner's, ther lone cahins, and thcr
ranches. Ther only man they seems ter fear is Buffalo
Bill. but he can't be a scout, guide, Tnjun-fighter and
ou tlaw catcher all at ther same time. yer know?"
"Will Buffalo Bill be at the fort?"
"Like as not; yet you is liable ter run upon him anywhar. But thar is th er trail to Vidette, follcrin' up tiler
:;trcam whar I waters mv horses. "
"Thank you; I will finCI my way all right."
··Better ride, sonny. ifs safer."
·'No; I prefer to walk until I am sure about the horses."
"One would think you had been jumped for a horse
thief, YOU is so 'fraid of riding one of the animiles."
.. No, and 1 do not in ten ti t~ be jumped, .. laughed the
youth, as he got down from the box. an<l, with a wave
of his hand. started ,off up the dimly outlined trail, Chum
trotting at hi s heels, while, calling to his passengers, Joe
Jarvis said :
"Folks, tha1· goes a kid who has got too much sand fer
one o' hi s years. He's jest the boss boy of 'em all; you·
can bet yer bottom dollar on that!"
CHAPTER V.
AN lMPORT.'\.NT OJSC:OVl!lt '·

"\Veil, Chum, we are once more on the tramp together," said the youth, ta~ing to the trail "as the coach
drove -on.
The dog wagged his tail and trotted on ahead.
"Ah ! You feel · your importance, do yo\t, Chu111mie?
\i\T ell, yott saved me and no mistake. But I tell_·;you 1
was afraid they would kill you the moment they saw you,
for it's your style to be full of fight \vhen ugly men are
aroul)d.
"But yo·u were too smart_for the cnt-purses, and I rlid
not ~ee you until you leaped from the rncks upon the outlaw you took in.
·
"Come, don 't run off again, for I want yon close by

me this time, for we are on a mighty dangerous trail now,
I suspect."
The dog came back and trotted along by the side of his
young master for a while, then he moved ahead a hundred yards, and kept that position for several mile~,
following the trail as though he knew just where it
would lead.
Suddenly he halted upon the summit of a ridge which
they had been ascendi~1g for a full mile back.
The brute crouched down , and kept his eyes fixed on
something ahead.
"\Vhat is it, Chum?" and the youth advanced cautiouly. the dog uttering a low growl.
.
Getting behind. a thicket of bushes as a cover, the
youth peered over the ri<;lge. The land sloped gently
down just there into a valley which was broken here and
there by rocks and clumps of trees.
He could see that the trail wound down through this
vall ey as far as his vision could reach; the range upon
which he stood formed one of the sheltering sides of the
vale:
Bnt something else caught hi eye, and that it was
which the dog had detected.
He beheld three horsemen in the vallev.
Th:-y had come along the trail, bnt fro~1 over the range?
nn the left of the vailey, and as the youth watched them
he saw them reach the trail.
Halting, they seemed to b::: closely searching the ground ,
and then. as though satisfied. they crossed the trail anrl
rode on toward the other range.
But they did not go far. for they flanfoed around and
rotlc back to the trail again just where there was a ·small
ravine frit!gecl with cedars, and nearby half a doz;en large
rocks.
To the surprise of the youthful watcher of their movements, they forced their horses down into the ravine and
muffled their heads with their blankets.
T hen
three moved up to the rocks. and they took
po:,ition behind them, their rifles in their hands.
The distance he was from the men was not so great
bi1t that the youth couid see that they wore masks, as had
those that had held him up.
He also was near enough to ;;ee that the men in hiding there, with their horses hidden in the ravine, and
with the trail from Fort Vidette running by within fifty
feet of the·m , cottld only mean an amb11sh of 0111e kind.
That it was for some one coming from the fort the
position of the skulkers, open to his view, but hidden
from any one approaching from the opposite direction,
was convincing.
. " I'll try and block their little game·;"' was the plucky
boy's decision. "Come, Chum, we must make tracks, for
we may save a life !"
Shouldering his gtrn , and keeping belO\v the summit
of the ridge, he began to walk rapidly . along, the dog
seeming satisfied now to leave matters in his master's
hands, and trotting along at his heels.
To follow the ridge around and come out beyond sight
oi the three watchers was a walk of several miles; but
the youth was a good pedestrian and went along at a
S\Yinging step, every now and then halting to creep to t])e
summit: of the ridge to sec if any one was cominz or any

the
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change had taken place in the position of the men in
"Are you Buffalo Bill, sir?"
"Men call me S(J, my lad," replied the horseman, .cour- ambush.
Had he perceived any one approaching he would at once teously, and he smiled as he added:
"And who, may I ask, are you?"
have run over the ridge and warned them of their dan. "A mere nobody, sir, only a boy. but one who considers
ger.
At last he got to a point where he would not be seep this the proudest moment of his life when he can serve
by the ambushed men, ,and, going down into the valley, Buffalo Bill, the great scout, of whom he has read and
heard so much."
'
·fie was not Jong in finding the trail again.
"No one has passed, Chum, as far as I can £ee," he · "Ah! and how can you serve me, my young friend,
said, and then he moved on once more toward the fort. whom I am surprtsed to see alone here in this wild counHe had gone about a lJiile when Chum, who was try?" kindly queried the scout.
a~ain acting as scout and guide, halted and sniffed the
"J am a boy tramp, sir, and I got into trouble back on
air.
the trail, out of which ,the driver of the Overland coach,
"Well, old fellow, what is it?" asked the youth, at Joe Jarvis, helped me. .
once on the alert, for he never disregarded a warning of
"I had a letter for a soldier at the fort, and Mr. Jarvis
the sagacious dog.
showed me what trail to take, so, while coming along,
Chum uttered a low growl, his manner of expressing Chum, here, my dog, gave me warning ol danger ahead,
that there was something to be on guard agaiwt.
and from the ridge some miles back I sclv three horse"Come into the bushes, Chum, where we can hide and men--"
see who it is, for they are doubtless coming this-way."
"Ah! where are they?"·
The dog obeyed, and the young tramp took up a po"They crossed the trail, seeming to examine it very
~ition where, securely hidden himself, he could get a
closely; then they passed on toward yonder ridge, and,
view of the trail a quarter of a mile ahead. .
turning back, rode into a ravine, but from the top of the
He had not been a minute concealed when a horseman range where I was hiding I saw them blanket the heads
rode into view, coming toward him.
of their horses and then take position on each side of this
trail behind rocks, as if to lie in wait for the coming of
some one from this direction."
CHAPTER VI.
"Yes, lying in ambush for me, for they found out in
THE WARNING,
som e way that I was to come this trail," coolly avowed
"Though I have never seen him, I will stake my life th e scout.
"I did not know who they were waiting for, sir, but1 I
on it that that man is Buffalo Bill !"
So earnes~ly said the boy tramp as he crouched by the was sure it was to kill some one, for they wore masks,
side of the trail, his huge dog close beside him, and the · like the outlaws I met back on the trail, and whom Mr.
eyes of both riveted upon a horseman coming toward Jarvis called Mounted Miners."
them, his mount in a canter, his rifle across his saddle,
"Yes, my little friend, that is who they are, but ho·w
and riding with the easy grace of an expert.
did you pass them?"
''I must not seem to be in hiding, so I will show my"I went on around the ridge, coming into the trail
self," decided the lad, and he stepped out of his place of again a mile back, and when Chum, my good dog, sir,
concealment, Chum at his heels, while the horseman was gave me the warning growl, I went into hiding t.mtil I
yet fifty yan;ls away.
saw you coming, and then I recognized you."
Instantly the lone rider reined his horse back, an<l his
"But we have never met before?' (
rifle was in hands ready for action, posing as a striking
"'No, sir; but I have read of vou , and once saw vottr
and handsome picture.
picture in a New York paper, so I knew I had made no
Horse and rider looked like a statue for an instant-the mistake."
· animal like a splendid creature, a dark bay, and equipped
"And you came on to warn of danger, whoever it was
with a fine saddle, bridle and trappings-his master tall,
erect in the saddle, dressed in buckskin, armed with rifle the outlaws were w:::iting for?"
''Yes, sir."
and belt of smaller weapons, and wearing top boots and
"You are a brave young fellow, and if it is any satisa light-colored, broad-brimmed sombrero.
faction
·to you let me tell you that you have saved my
The face of the rider was as clean-cut in feature as
though it were carved from marble, the mustache, im- life, for I was looking for no ambush on this trail.
"Give me your hand, my noble lad,· and remember
perial ·and long brown hair falling upon his broad shoulders, giving him a most picturesque appearance, while that Buffalo Bill is your parcl-to command from this day."
"Thank. you, sir; and though but a boy I am proud to •
he certainly was a. strikingly handsome man, yet one
whose every feature was bold, determined and intelli- be yom pard," was the earnest reply.
The scout smiled, and asked:
gent.
"What is your name?"
His look, at first indicating expectancy of danger,
"Neel, sir."
changed as he beheld the youth, and observed that there
"Ned what?"
was nothing hostile in his manner, for in that wild lane!
"Neel Osmond, sir."
he knew only too well wt1at it was to, look for a foe be"And your dog?"
hind every rock and tree.
"His nan~ e is Chum."
The youth halted in the trail, raised his hat, and asked,
"Well, I feel that I have found two good pards in ?\ed
politely:
·
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and Ch\1n1 ~ bt\t w hat ,.re you doing out in this wild country, and alone?"
After ~ ,moment's hesitation, the boy replied:
. 'Tramping, s\r."
"You belong to some of the border settlements-?"
"No. sir."
''And you have com e out here alone?"
''Yes, sir."
" \Vhere from?"
''Boston, sir, for I am a Yankee lad," he said, with
some -show of pride.
"But why did you come here, and alone?" anc;l the
scout fixed his penetrating eyes full upon the handsome,
daring face of the Yankee lad.
CHAPTER VIL
J-JlS. FIRST TR;\TL.

Bt1ffalo Bill asked the question as one wh o had a sus-!
picion iu his mind, founded upon his experience of why
many a persoi1 had sought the far \Vest.
He )mew that over the lives- of hundreds of men hung
a mystery, a shadow they cared not to have raised, m1d
that many of them \\"ere fugitives from justice, from the
gallows even, seeking to •lose themselves in the wilds of
an unknown land.
But here was a boy, a bright, daring-faced lad, tramping alone through a land where only· brave men dared
venture.
\.Vhat had brought him lo Lhat reg-ion?
Had there been two or more of them h\: would have
understood it as a boYish freak) love of. a<lventure·-a
runawav, in 'fact.
·
But
find a solitary youth there, well equipped and
traveling along a trail of peril alone, save for his dog,
he could but suspect that there was some secret motive
;1t the back of it, and so had a ked the question.
Again the youth hesitated before he answered, and hi s
face slightly Hushed, but he met the scout's eye fcarkssly
and spoke frankly:
"I have clone no wrong, sir, to cause me to hide myself
here. I am a sailor lad, and have been. so since I 'was
tet1 years old; bnt now I am on a cruise in the ¥/ild
West, and came alone, for I had no comrades to come
with me."
'
"\\Tell. my boy, you will find me your friend: bt.tt have
~ ou any friend at Fort Vidette?"
'
'.'I do not know a soul there, sir; but I have a letter for
a. soldier in the garrison, which his mother asked me to
giYe him lll person, for she. COU\d get 11 0 answers to those
she had sel1t him through the mail."
"v'' ho is he ?' ·
"Sergeant A -r thur Arden, sir."
"I know him. and one of the best men in the annY .
You will find him a fine fellow and a good friend ; bt1t
now I must see about thmie fellows lying in wait fvr me.''
''You can get by them the way 'I came, sir."
"Yes, but I don't \Yish to get by them."
''Bnt th~re are three of them, sir.''
"My surprising them will make matters equal, I guess."
"Do you intend to fight them, sir ?"
·'Yes, about that.'·
'':!\lay I go with you?"

to

"You are not in a hurry to get to the fort?"
"No, sir; my time is my own."
"\;\'ell, just jump up behind me, and we will go back
the way you came. The ridge is covered with pines ju9t
where the ravine leads back into the range, for I know it
well.
"We can leave my horse and your traps upon the hill
and foot it to where the outlaws left their animals. Once
there we can have it out, but I warn you that it ·will tic
no child's play, and you or I may be killed ."
"I'll take the chances, sir.''
"Good for you! Come along!" and, telling the you lb
to give him his hand and put his foot 011 his, he showed
him how to mount with ease to a sea.t behind him.
The splendid horse at once set off in a canter, caring
nothing for his double weight, while Chum came along
behind as though an::-;;ious to know wh;;it the result of his
discoverv would be . .
Turnii1g out of the trail whexe Ned Osmond 11ad entered it, the scotit kept the s;;1111e pace back to the range.
which he ascended to the ridge.
Then he went along below the crest, so as not to be
seen, and at last came to a spot where he drew rein wiih
the remark:
"\'.·e arc about opposite the head of the ravine, so will
lean~ the horse and clog here.''
''Better take Chum, sir, for he may be useful. He is
a yery wise dog.''
"Al1 right, Chum goes. Leave your knapsack and
• f':-.;Lra traps here.':
This \Yas clone. and they slipped over the ridge into
the pines. and were soon able to see the three men still
crouching behind the rocks, and waiting.
·
"All right, pards. we are coming; so don't get wear~'."
said the 8":0ut, grimly, and he led the way through the
scrub gTowth to the head of the ravine.
-...
Getting down into this, they pushed along 1111til th<'ly
came in sight of the secreted horses, and, halting, Buf.
falo Bill said :
•·:.;ow, I\ed, as you say this is your first trail, I'll tell
you my plan of action."
''Yes, sir; I'll do just as you tell me," and Buffalo Bill
savv that his young pai·d was perfectly cool and read>' for
· what was to come.
"You noted the position of the rocks the. men were
hiding behind, two on one side, one on the other side 0£
the trail?"
.;Yes, sir.''
''Now, the two on this side .of the traii are close together, and they are not sixty feet from the brink of the
ravine; the other man is a ·hundred teet d!stant, and hr
falls to you.
';Take your pos_ition some twenty feet from me; cover
the man with your gun . and I will' de\nand their surrender: but if they show fight. why the\1 there is but one
Jhing to do, for it is their lives or ours.
"If they surrender, so much the better for us aud the
worse for them, for they will be hanged; but I think they
wili fight.
'' All ready!''
··Ay, ay, si r!" and t\ed spoke with the professional
promptness and style of the true sailor.
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CHAPTER VIII.
A FlGHT AGAINST ODDS.

The three horses of the outlaws, fastened down in the
ravine, :md with blankets over their heads, scerned to be
getting restive, as though their instinct told them that
something was going to happen.
Chum kept close at the heels of his young master, ready
to lend his aid when needed, and thus the scout, his boy
pard and the dog crept into the positions they were to
take.
Peering over the edge of the ravine, they saw the three
men ,,, ere there behind the rocks, and could hear them
·
talking to each other.
Had Ned Osmond wanted proof of why they were
there he got it, for one of them called out, he the boy had
his eye upon, and was to cover with his gun:
"Well, I've got ther patience of an Inju\1, but I'm gittin'
weary awaitin' ter salivate Buff'ler Bill wi' a blue pill."
"Yer sh'u'd hev' got ust to waitin', p·ard, for we've
been waitin' ter !<:ill him a mighty long time," another answered.
"Yas, but this time goes, for I knows that I got it
straight, that he was going on a scout along the stage
trail and was ter start to-day, coming this way, and he'll
come here, so don't git tired, pards."
· "All right; I'm a stayer when thar is game ter be got."
"It is about an hour before sunset, so I hor ~ he'll come
afore dark, for he's got a charmed life, yer knows, and I
don 't want ter take no chances."
"No, and we don't intend ter. Fire with yer rifles, and
at close range, when I gives ther word, and then work yer
revolvers on him till he's full o' lead. We'll get him this
time, never fear, an' then we'll have it all our own way
in these parts. I'll call out: 'Halt! Hands up!' ''
Like an echo came the words from over the ravine:
"Hands up!"
Three outcries of fright and surprise, three men springing to their feet, and then again the words in the scout's
commanding tones :
.
"Hands up, for I have you covered !"
It was such a snrprise to the three outlaws to find
themselves thus covered, and from the ri se from whertce
they w re expecting no foe or clanger, that they were,
for the moment, unnerved.
But, men of their stripe and accustomed to constant
peril are not long in recovering their presence of mind
and their vicious courage, and then they did two things
simultaneously.
This was to fire at their foe and back quickly for shelter behind the rocks which had shielded them, but from
the other direction.
Buffalo Biil was not the man to remain in shelter and
fight a covered foe, and he leaped at once out of the ravine, the youth foilowing his example.
F ir.ding that his demand was unheeded, ar.d that the
men V1ere to fight it .out, Buffalo Biil threw his rifle to
his s1::oulder, with.the words:
"Let t!:em have it, boy pard !"
The yout!l's gun flashed a.lmost as d:d Buffalo Bill's.
rifle, for Ned Osmond intenC.i::d to take no cha·nces with
a man rattling bullets at him as fast as he could pull
trigger and whi't:h sung viciousiy about his head.
Down · droppe& the man he aimed at. while a quick

glance toward the other two showed that Buffalo Bill had
brought down his man. The other had darted out of
sight behind the largest of the group of rocks.
"You killed your man, boy pard, but we've got the
third one to corral, so look out for him while I walk
around the rock, as we do when hunting a panther."
''All right, sir; I am ready, for I have my rifle again
loaded," announced Ned.
With this he stood ready, while Buffalo Bill, rift~ in
hand, started to walk in a circle around the rock, from
which he was distant about a hundred and fifty ieet.
As he moved off he callee\ out :
"You had better surrender, pard, for we intend to down
you if you don't."
No answer came, and Buffalo Bill continued his circling around, his rifle ready to cover the man the moment he caught sight of him, while his boy pard stood
over by the ravine, also on the alert for a shot when the
scout forced the outlaw to pass around the rock to his
side.
But the man did not show up, though Buffalo Bill
was nearly half around the rock.
"Don't you see him yet, boy pa rd?" called out the .scout.
"No, sir; he must have crawled into some hole:.__there
he is!" and the youth's voice rang as he suddenly descried the outla~ hundreds o yards away and running
like a deer fo r the range of hi:ls a little over a mile distant.
CHAPTER IX.
A

RACE

FOR LIFE.

About the large rock behind which the outiaw had
taken refuge were a few stunted pines, some bushes and
smaller stones, with a water-wash a foot in depth.
The scout saw at a glance that the outlaw, 'knowing his
comrades had fallen, and feeling that it was a desperate
chance with him, had thrown himself into the wash and
·q uickly crawled away from the large rock.
Keeping the pines and bushes in a position to shield
him, he had crept fully two hundred yards before he had
to break shelter.
Then, with the eyes of the scout and Ned Osmond
upon the rocks, he hap not been seen by them until the
boy from his position saw him first all of three hundred
yards away.
"I'~ catch him!" shouted the scout.
"Bring their horses!"
Then, placing his rifle upon the ground, Buffalo Bill
tightened his belt and was away with a speed that Ned
Osmond thought only a horse or deer coul d make.
But he did not tarry, and, running down into the ravine, he qui::kly tore the blankets off of the heads of the
horses, unhitched them, and, leading them up the steep
path to the plain, leaped upon the back of one of them,
and, graspiP..g the reins of the other two, led them.
He ~1ell knew that he had taken nearly five minutes to
unhitch the horses ar:d get sta:ted, but he was surprised
at the distance the outlaw and tee scout were already
away from him.
The former had covered over talf the distance to the
hills , where he would surely f.nd shelter to turn at bay
on the scout if he still pursued .him.
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He still clung to his rifle, too, the youth could see.
But Buffalo Bill had cut down th& lead of the ou'Jaw
fully one-half, and would, without doubt, gain on him far
more in the rest of the run.
The outlavv was straining every nerve, still running at
his deerlike speed, though he cast quick glances behind
~
him every few rods.
The scout was running along with app:!rent ease, and
,
making better time, for he was surely gaining.
Ned Osmond pressed his. horses hard, but with two to
lead, and one a hanger-back, he saw that he was not
gaining on the two men.
Suddenly th(! boy uttered an exclamation as he saw
the outlaw halt, turn, drop on one knee and aim his rifle
full at Buffalo Bill.
It was a moment of intense suspense to Ned Osmond
as he saw the act of the outlaw and waited for him to
•
fire.
He saw, too, that Buffalo Bill did not halt nor seek to
elude the shot, but kept rushing upon him.
Then came the puff of smoke, the report, a glance to
see the result of his fire, and the outlaw dashed the rifle
to the ground and sped on again with renewed speed.
He had not killed Buffalo Bill, as he hoped, but the
momentary halt gave him a breathing spell, and no longer
carrying the weight of the rifle, he ran with greater speed
than ever before.
Seeing this, Neel urged the horses on the faster, at
length determining to let go the led ones and dash on
a'.one to either pursue the outlaw himself, or give the animal to Buffalo Bill on which to do so.
He, however, saw that Buffalo Bill was not being left
behind by the fugitive, for he had not only increased his
...
speed, but was gaining on the outlaw.
He could not refrain from a shout at this, and decided
to stick to the horses, so urged the three on as fast as
they could go.
The hQrses, however, were not gaining an inch upon
the fleet fugitive and his pursuer.
lieved men
Certainly, Ned thought, he had never
,
could run like deer.
He had, however, come across two who W!!re most fleet
of foot, and he watched the race with the greatest interest.
The outlaw had now covered two-thirds of the dis·
\
tance to the range.
· He seemed shaping his course for a point where there
were rag-ged rocks and a thick growth of underbrush.
Could he reach there, armed with bis revolver, he
would be pfote~ted and could doubtless kill the scout as
he came up.
Nearer and nearer he drew to the haven of refuge, and
n:ore and more Buffalo Bill gained upon him.
A glance behind seemed to convince the fugitive that
the scout would catch him, or at least press him too
closely for action when he reached shelter to prevent his
taking full advantage of it.
So, in sheer desperation, he held his hand back behind
him and emptied the six shots of his revolver with what
aim he could get.
But the scout still pressed on, and the empty revolver
was thrown down and a greater effort made to nm
away from his tireless pursuer.
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CHAPTERX.
THE BOSS BOY.

' Again did Ned Osmond hold his breath ~ith suspense
as the shots were fired, and again he shouted as the scout
.
still held on.
But suddenly he uttered an exclamation of surprise
·
•
and alarm.
The scout was no longer gaining, but ran with a limp.
Instantly the boy dropped his led horses and was away.
He saw with a quick glance that the fugitive had to
round the head of a water-wash, and he at once rode to
cut him off, instead of riding directly on to where the
scout had now halted and sat down upon the plain, .apparently wounded.
"He sliall not·cscape," sai¢ Ned Osmond, through his
shut teeth, and he urged his horse to his utmost speed.
Fortunately the animal was the best of the lot and very
fast, and, willing to go, he went along at a pace that
rapidly lessened the distance between the fugitive and
himself.
The outlaw saw the turn affairs had taken.
• Buffalo Bill, more or less seriously wounded, was out
of the chase, and he had a new foe to deal with.
The new foe was mounted, and, more, was gaining
rapidly.
The detour he had had to make threw him back a
couple of hundred yards, and there was no doubt but
that his pursuer would overtake him.
.
The new foe was only a boy.
The outlaw had seen this in the fight at the ravine.
But he had stood up and faced the music and had
brought down one of his outlaw comrades, too.
The fugitive still had a revolver, though he had thrown
.
one away and his rifle.
As the boy was mounted, and upon his own hor..se, the
outlaw decided to make a bold play to come out victor.
So he decided to run more slowly, get a breathing
spell, turn suddenly and bring down the boy, and then,
gaining his horse, mount and ride back for the rifles of
his comrades and have Buffalo Bill at his ·mercy.
The man cou:d not refrain from a shout at his anticipated triumph, and glanced back over his shoulder.
To his horror, the boy was not coming directly on, but
had gone off at an oblique, as though to pass and get be-·
tween him and the hills.
Had he divined his intention regarding him. I
It would s~em so.
1Jien he glanced toward the scout.
To his alai;m Buffalo Bill was not lying upon the plain
wounded, but was up and coming on once more.
But the outlaw saw that he came with a limp.
He, however, carried his revolver in his hand, as
though expecfo1g the tale would soon be told.
Having flanked the outlaw, gotten well between him
and the hills, Ned Osmond began to ride back slowly
·
, to·ward him, also holding his revolver in his hand.
few
a
within
when
halted,
already
The fugitiv,e had
hundred yards of refuge, and now stood at bay.
The youth was about a hundred yards distant and between him and safety.
Buffalo Bill was coming on with a limp, revolver in
hand, and several hundred yards distant.
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·'If you don't give up I'll kill .you!" called out the boy
in a voice which was heard by Buffalo Bill.
The outlaw dropped upon· one knee, rested his left
dhow upon ·'tlis left knee, and thus with his hand up:
ported his revolver, for he was panting like a hound rom
.his long run, and, taking aim, fired.
The shot passed near Ned Osmond's car, and he returned it. bis bullet cutting ·so dost\ to the outlaw ihat he
quickly threw up his hands above his head and cried:
•
"I've had enough !"
''Throw down your revolver then!"
,
The man did so.
"Is that the only weapon you have got!"
'· 'Cept my bowie."
"Throw that down."
•
The outlaw obeyed.
Then Ned rode up. still covering the man with his revolver, and, dismounting, took up his weapons.
To the saddle hung a lariat, and this the boy threw
over the outlaw's head, ordering him to lower his hands,
then, walking· around him half a dozen times, pinioned
his arms to his side just as Buffalo Bill came up.
"We've got him, sir !" he called out in a glad tone a
the scout appeared.
"You've got him, you mean, young pard, and l<'t mr
say right here that you are the boss of any boy I eYer
slruck the traB of in all my life."
'"He's too. cl urned fresh;" grow led the outlaw.
":.1aybe so for you, though he's salted yot away for
future reference when . I could do no more to run you
down."
"I'll leave him to you, sir, while I go back to see about
Chum, for I do not know why he did not follow me-if
he had we would have soon caught him. "'
"Let us first see who this fellow is," and Buffalo Bill
unmasked the prisoner as he uttered the words.
CHAPTER XI.
CHU:u's PRISONER.

The face of the prisoner, revealed as Buffalo Bill tore
his mask off, was an evil one, but to the scout unknown.
"I thought I would recognize you, but am mistaken ;
perhaps I may be more fortunate with your two pards
over yonder on the trail, and who forced us to kill them
.
by not surrendering," said Buffalo Bill.
"Better die by bullet than by rope," growled the man.
"I am glad you realize your situation, to which your
crimes have brought you."
"I oniy w~sh I had kiiied you, Buffalo Bill:"
"You doubtless have a grievance against me, as you
are an outlav,-, and you did your best to kill me, sureh'."
.
"Did he not wound you, ·sir?"
"Kot exactly, see ! That gave a shock ·that deadened
111y leg for a while and put me oul of the chase," and Buffalo Bill held u'p his foot, showing where the bullet of the
outlaw had struck him upon the buckle of his spur , denting it in badly and becoming imbeddcd there.
"It was a close call to shattering my foot, and -at first
I thot1ght it had gone throug h, but it struck me hard
enough to numb and bruise my foot.
"That was from his revolver, and this was his well:i.imed rifle shot, and it prevented me from bringing him

down, as I left my rifle and dropped one revolver . from
my belt just after starting, and would not stop for it.
.
See?"
The scout showed that the rifle bullet had struck the
hammer of his reYolver as it was in his belt, breaking it
,
and glancing off.
"Durn yer, suthin' seems allers tcr pertCi!ct yer..
"Ther men says yer has a charmed life, and I believe
yer has. "
"No, just good luck ; but you say that your dog :is ,
missing, boy pare!."
"Yes, sir : 1 cannot understand it."
"Then ride th e horse back at once and see what is the
matter, and l will follow \vith the pri o~er, picking up
those horses yonder. that have gotten tangled in their
reins."
The youth seemed most anxious about his., dog, and,
lcap~1g into the saclclle. rode away, goiµg back over the
trail of the race to pick up the prisoner's revolver, rifle and
the weapons dropped by the scout.
He found. the empty rifle and re\·oh'er where the ont~
law had. thrown them after firing, anu, catching the t \\'O
horses, tied them to a small bush for the scout.
Further on he found the revolver where Buffalo Bill
had dropped it from his belt.
Soon after he approached the scene of the fight; an<l
he gave a shont of joy as he beheld Chum safe and on
<lul\'.

i'he <log was seated by the side of the outlaw at whom
the youth had fired, and who, though wound.eel, was · not
seriously so.
He had. however, fallen at the fire, and "played 'possum," hoping for a chance to escape.
That he would have escaped there was no doubt, had
it not been for Chnm.
But Chum realized the situation at a glance, and just
as the youth started on horseback after the fugitive and
the scout, Chum knew that it was his '' inning" then, but
as he was preparing- to show the scout that, fas as he
was on foot . his four legs could discount him, and the
outlaw would never reach the range, a sudden movement of the supposed dead man caught his canine eye.
The outlaw had been too · anxious, his ttiriosity had
gotten the better of him, and, in raising up to see if all
was clear to skip, he had been seen by the dog.
Chum was a dog with a great mind, and with a glance
at the scout, the fugitive and the youth, he seemed to·
realize thai his duty was to remain behind.
So he rushed back at the wounded outlaw, ho q~ick l y
dropped again on his back and once more played the
.. 'possum act."
Every ·time he moved to try and reach his revolver,
lying a· fe\v feet away, Chun1 growled warningly, aml
revealed a set of teeth that were as dangerons a~ ~
shark's.
Then the man played the coaxing game.
· "Pretty clog! good dog! nice dog!"
Now Chum had Yanity on some accounts, his speed.
strength, watchfulness and teeth. but he knew periectlv
\\·ell that he was not a pretty dog, or a Eice dog.
He was about the size of a flour barrel, had a head that
was a cross between a bulldog and a buffalo, possessed
long, sinewy legs, and his color was an ugly roan.

I
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Chum did not object to being' called pretty names, but
the moment the outlaw made a move he growled and displayed his teeth.
'
Finding that coaxing did no good, the outlaw took to
bullying and swearing.
But Chum was not impressed by either.
He sirnply paid no heed to anything save a movement
toward hat revolver, which he fully understood the use
of.
•
Then, when he returned, Ned Osmond found the dog
quietly watching over the outlaw, and he looked up in a
way that said very plainly:
"I blocked his little game."
Dismounting and hitching the horse, Ned approached
the man, who was again playing 'possum, and, having removed the revolver from beyond his reach, said:
"So I didn't kill you, eh?
"Well, I'm glad of it, for I do not like taking human
life even when it is necessary to do so.
''Duffalo Bill is coming, and he'll look to your wounds."

CHAPTER XII.
THE DUMB

SENTINEL.

Chum received a caress from the youth, and words of
praise, which he seemed to fully appreciate.
As the man had two wounds, from the bullets the
gun of Neel Osmond had been loaded with, the youth
did not bind him, but, taking the mask from ,his face,
said:
"I guess Buffalo Bill will recognize you-he's coming
now. and he's got your racehorse pard with him."
''l3oy, if you'll let me take that horse and escape, I'll
give you the belt of money I've got about me."
•·r wish to make money, but not that way.
"Are you badly wounded?"
"I've got this wound on my head and another here in
my shoulder-ain't they bad enough, so let me go."
"Ask the scout."
,
"That hangs me," groaned the man, as 'Buffalo Dill
came in sight.
·
When the scout heard of Chum's holding the other
outlaw prisoner, he said:
"Like boy, like dog-so I've got you at last, Pete
· Bender?
"I told _you that some day I would get my grip on you,
for, sly as you were, I knew you were crooked; but it's
not through any act of mine that you are caught, for this
brave boy saved ·me from your bullets, and thus enabled
me to corral you."
The scout had recognized the wouncTed ' outlaw as a
miner he had frequently seen in Mountain City, and who
was a well-known desperado.
"Well, I ain't dead yet, Buffalo Bill, and maybe I'll git
you yet, and you bet I won't forget that boy, and the fellows will mark him for ther grave-."
"All right, he doesn't scare worth a cent at your
threats, but let me see if you are hurt much, for I will do
what I can for vou."
The scout examined the wounds, glanced toward the
sun. which was near the horizon, and said:
"We'll have to go into camp £oi- the night, and we'll
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go to the spring up on the range yonder, where there is
good ._ grass and wood also.
"Come, boy pard, we'll put that dead body on one
horse, the two prisoners on another, and we'll mount" the
third, for it is nearly a mile to the camping-place."
This arrangement was made, and, arriving at the
spring, Ned Osmond found that it wa~ in a tiny valley
in the range, and that the grass grew luxuriantly there,
while there was wood in plenty also.
He had camped by himself along the trail, but was
interested in watching how Buffalo Bill went about it.
The scout's horse and Ned's traps had been picked up
on the way, and the animals were first watered and
staked out in a good feeding-place, the saddles and bridles
all being arranged for quick use if need be.
As the scout still limped with his foot, Ned Osmond
gathered the wood and built a fire, and the blankets of
the outlaws were then spread on one side, those of ]3uffalo Bill and the youth on the other, Chum also having
his bef', a rubber on one side and bear skin on the other,
which his master faithfully carried for his use.
Taking a small medicine case from his saddle, Buffalo
Bill drrssed the wounds of Chum's prisoner, and then
bound his own foot up in a bandage saturated with arnica, Ned Osmond . meanwhile preparing supper; which
he did like an experienced cook, drawing upon hi~own,
the scout's and the outlaws' supplies for the meal.
The outlaws were given a good supper, and then, with
their hands and feet bound, were told to turn in for the
night, their comrade's form, cold and still, lying a short
distance away, covered with a blanket.
•
Chum enjoyed his meal and seemed to take most kindly
to Buffalo Bill, \.vho fed him, and then told him:
"Keep your eye on those prisoners to-night, Chum."
The dog at once went to his bed near the prisoners, but,_
Hke the great Napoleon, slept with one eye open, for the
slightest moye of one of them caused him to show that
he was not sleeping so soundly that they could take any
l'ibertics with them.
'
"Now, boy pard," said Buffalo Bill, lighting his pipe,
"I have got to go on my way to-morrow, for I am doing
a little scouting work that cannot be put off.
"But we_will bury the dead man in ti~ morning, have
breakfast, and I want you to tal<e the prisoners on to the
fort, for there is a horse for each one of you, and remember, the animals and the booty the men have are
yours, by the laws of this country.
"I will write a note, introducing you to Colonel Benham, whom you will find a good .man and firm friend.
"You will also find there the sergeant, Arthur Arden,
whom you have a letter for.
"Will you undertake the risk of carrying the prisoners
in?"
•
"Oh, yes', sir; we can do it."
"But I am not going. you know."
"No, sir; I meant Chum."
"Ah! your side pard-you bet you can do it-stick to
the trail and it will lead you to the fort."
Ned Osmond then told Buffalo Bill of the affair early
in the day with the other three outlaws and the escape of
one, and after quite a long talk together the two pards
turned in for the night, to be awakened later by a warn·
ing bark from Chum.
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CHAPTER XIII.
A VERY CLOSE CALL.

It was a night of horror to thi? outlaw, for he did not
know where the stubborn brute vtould ta.ke him.
He had roa1ned about until he could not tell just where
the horse was ,taking hiin, and he was fearful that he
would in the end take him to Mountain City.
Should he take him to some camp, he might tell a story
of how the Mounted l\1iners had caught him, tied him,
placed a mask upon him, and let the horse carry him

When the outlaw who was captured by Ne-ct Osmond
took advantage of the coming of the coach to. clever~y
make his escape as he did, he showed that he k1~ew Jus
full clanger shoul he be carried on into Mountain City
by Joe Jarvis.
There were many wild spirits in Mountain City, but awa~' · ·
there were honest men and true, who were ever ready to
It might be believed, while at Mountain City Joe Jarvis
·
punish crime when in their power to do so.
''vould have alreadv made known the whole truth.
Those, too, no matter what motive had brought them
So the horse roamed on through the darkness with .
West, who had claims in the mountains were most willing his wretched prisoner.
also to join in the fight against those who sought to deSuddenly the animal pricked up his ears, uttered a low
. . neigh, and moved more briskly on.
. spoil them of their property.
.
So with a :Mounted Miner brought a prisoner mto
The outlaw rider at once saw the cause.
their' midst, it was more than likely he would be quickly
The glimmer of a firelight was up the little valley betried by public opinion against outlawry, the sentence fore him.
would follow, and the execution of it .not delayed but
Was help at hand?
.
a very few minutesJ
It was a camp, but who was in it?
All this the man who stood there_ bound, while Joe
N carer and nearer drew the horse to the camp, .and
Jarvis was talking to his passengers, fully understood, then to the ears of the outlaw . rider came the bark of
and he took his chances of escape.
,
a dog.
Fortunately for him, his feet had not been bound,
· The next moment, in tlie firelight glare, the outlaw bethough his arms had been tie'tt fast behind his back.
.
held Chum.
He saw the interest of the driv-:!r and his boy captor,
It was the same huge dog he had seen before, so it
noted that ·Chum was seemingly taken up with what Joe must be the camp of the boy tramp, while, catching
Jarvis was saying, and he quickly walked away, his heart sight of the horses staked out, he supposed there were
in hii,> mouth.
men with the youth, and that they were looking for him.
He reached the nearest horse, unfastened the rein from
The thought made him almost despair, and then
over. a limb with his teeth, and by a dexterous move- nerved him to still struggle for life, so he slipped from ,
ment put his foot in the stirrup, and mounted.
the saddle, fell, roll ed over, struggled to his feet, and
Then he sta1ted the horse off at a run, and ' was the ran down the valley with great speed, only anxious to
next moment discovered, and received the shots from place all the distance he could between himself and his
the revolver of Joe Jarvis unhurt, as he was out of hated foes.
range·.
Twice he heard the bark of the dog, and supposed he
His hopes beat high when he foui1d that he had actu- was trflcking him; but he rushed on, and at last fell
ally gotten away, and he gave a commingled yell of down, utterly tired out, when he found that he was not
, being pursued, as he had feared, by Chum, whose fatal
defiance and delight.
Then he kept up his rapid run, fearing that he might grip upon _his comrade on the stage trail he but too rel!
be pursued on one of the other horses, until 11e was remembered.
,
sure that he had not been ..
Allowing his horse to come down to a walk, he soon
after halted him and began to · consider his situation.
CHAPTER XIV:
It was a bad one.
0 N SE p ·A RAT£ TR A I LS •
Try as he might, he could not release his hands, so
Buffalo Bill and Ned Osmond were on ' tbe ~lert .at
that had to be given up.
If. he had a retreat, it was too far away to reach once, when alarmed by the bark of Chum. ·
The two outlaws were also awakened and prayed
readily, and the man at last seemed to almost regret his
·
escape.
lustily that it might be some of their band who would
.
•
The horse, too, took in the situation, and, with a jerk, quickly rescue them.
Buffalo Bill called Ned to come away from the firedragged the reins out from between the rider's teeth;
but without hands the reins \vere useless, and the erids light, and then the two waited until suddenly the form
dragged \.1pon tl1e ground, as they were not fastened of a horse came into view.
He was riderless and his reins hac:\ been dragging,
together.
Taking advantage of his rider, the animal roved along, hut had been stepped upon and broken off close up to the
.
bit.
·
cropping grass where he pleased.
Chum seemed anxious to dart away in the darkness,
If ·urged into a canter, he went as far as suited him,
but Ned recalled him, though he barked once or twict:
and then went to feeding again.
The outlaw's face was wet.with sweat, hrs mouth was savagely.
"It must be the horse of the man who escaped from
dry from profanity, his heart beat with dread, and his
hands were inflamed and swollen from tugging at his me," said Ned Osmond, as he and the scout stood by the
side of the animal.
bopds.
"It doubtless is.
Thus the afternoon passed away and night came on.
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''I will find. out," and the scout called to the prisoners:
"Here i$ the horse of one of your men who escaped
from my boy pard here to-day. 1'
"It's Wild J ack 1s horse, that's a fact, but h~ wasn't
no ·prisoner to no boy." said one of tht: men, sitting up
on his 1-lankets and looking at the ·horse'. ·
"Wild Jack, eh?
"vVhy, he's the lieutenant of the Mounted Miners, I've
heard," Buffalo Bill mid.
The men made no reply, for they felt that they had
t>etter remain silent.
"It settles, boy pard, that you were right; but the
rider is not here."
"He may have gotten off, or been thro,Jn, as his hands
were tied behind hi m."
"Doubtless knocked off by the limb of a tree; put
we can do nothing to-night, and in the morning I will
take the trail of the horse and follow it, for I would not
wish the man to be hurt at1d unable to aid himself."
"Nor I, sir; not that."
'"'The saddle seems to be still warm, as though not
long deserted.
.
"What do you think of letting Chum take the trail ?"
·'I fear Chum would harm him, sir, before we could
get there."
"All right, we 11 leave it until morning," and Buffalo
Bill unsaddled and staked the horse out with the others.
Telling Ned to stay in camp, he then made a short
scout down the valley,. but soon returned and once more
retired, the youth remarking:
:'Chum seems to be greatly troubled about something."
Again they sought sleep, Chum, as before, being the
sentinel, but this time he sat up and watched for a long
time, as though conscious that he i...,1ew a secret which
he could not make known, for his keen scent told him of
the presence of the rider near as well as the horse.
It was just dawn when Buffalo Bill aroused the little
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"Stick to it and it will take you to tbe fort, which you
ought to reach early in the afternoon.
··I will take the trail of this horse and see if I can
find his rider.
"If you stay at the fort any time, and I hope you
will, I will find you there, but if not I will meet ,-ou m
Mountain City.
·
"Good-by, and luck to you."
Ned Osmond grasped the scout's hand warmly, and,
mounting his horse, rode away, leading the horses carrying his prisoners and the dead body.
Chum took up his position in the rear, as though to
keep an eye upon tHe procession.
As he rode away and gained the trail to the fort, just
where the scene of conflict had been the day before, rTed
Osmond glanced back and saw Buffalo Bill far up the
trail, following at a canter the trail of the fugitive horse
that had disturbed their slumbers the night before.
CHAPTER XV.
A TRYING ORDEAL.

When Ned Osmond was fairly on the trail, and out
of call from Buffalo Bill, his troubles began.
.
He had found the place where he had halted the scout
and warned' him of his danger, and the man whom Buffalo Bill had called Pete Bender said:
·
"'I see whar he turned off ther trail and I guesses it
were here you give him ther word."
"Yes, I warned him here."
'"\Val, yer played it smart for a poy 1 but I guess yer is ·
a little clever."
"I'm nobody's fool. "
''Like as not; but I heard yer say yer come out here
lookin' fer dust."
"What is that?"
"To git gold."
camp.
"Yes, I hope to make my fortune."
Ned sprang to his feet quickly and ready for work,
"We kin help you."
while the two prii,;oners awoke to a dreary sense of what
"I don't just see how, as you cannot now help yourwas before them.
selves."
Chum at once forgot all about him, having turned over
"Wal, now, that's so, as far as helpin' ourselves is conto his master the guardianship of the camp as soon as cerned; but we kin help you."
he was awake, while he put in some solid licks of slum"In what way?"
ber, with both eyes shut now,
"You is a tenderfoot, ain't yer, out here?'"
Coffee was soon boiling, bacon frying, a hoe-cake
"If you mean a greenhorn, yes; for I know tittle of
baking in the ashes, and all ready for breakfast.
this country, though I did spend a year on a Mexican
· The outlaws ate with little relish and cast scowling ranch, when I was wrecked on the coast of Mexico, so
looks at the scout and Ned for seeming to enjoy their ~earned something of the life."
·
"You has been a sailor ?"
breakfast.
"Yes, I follow the sea."
When all was ready to move the ontlaws were placed
"I wishes ter ther Lord yer had kept. follerin' it."
upon their horses, their feet tied beneath the girths and
'"\iVh ?"
their hands to the horn of their saddles.
"WaL we ain't jest happy by yer comin' · out here;
"I think it best that you take the dead outlaw in with
you, boy pard, as you have an extra horse now," said but say, young feller, with no hard feelin's toward yer,
Buffalo Bill, and h~ firmly strapped the body to the sad- we kin help yer if. you says ther word,"
"How so?"
dle of the animal that . had come in during the night.
"If yer takes us to the fort they'll hang us."
He then .fastened the three led horses together by a
"That's too bad-for you."
long ·1ariat, one end of which he looped over Ned's sad"Now you knows we wants ter save our necks, and is
dle horn, and said :
willin' ter pay ter git it doi1e."
"Here is the note to Colonel Benham, and you can ·
"Yes."
go right back to the trail where we left it last evening.
"You kin jist let us give yer ther go-by, say we

(
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slipped our hands loose and bounced yer, and we'll pay
yt:r big money."
·
"What, do you call big money?"
"We'll give yer all ther scout took from us, and which
you has tied up there on yer saddle."
"Buffalo Bill. says that is mine, anyhow."
"Wal, we'll do better, for if yer goes with us we'll
make yer rich, 'fore ther Lord, we will."
Ned Osmond laughed and said :
"See l1ere, you nefd build · no hopes of escape, for I
am not such a fool as to go with you anywhere to be
bought off, and more, if I make money I'll do it in
a squa,re way, not by selling out to you."
"Yer don't want ter see us die, does yer ?" whined the
man.
''No, I will be sorry to see that; but I don 't wish to see
any one else die through your going free, and Buffalo
Bill and Joe Jarvis have told me what the Mounted
Miners have been guilty of, and you belong to that band
of outlaws."
''It ain't so."
"Buffalo Bill says you do."
"Durn Buffalo Bill I
'/Does yer intend ter let us give yer ther slip?"
"Not for gold nor precious stones," said Ned, with
decision.
'"Wal, maybe after all we won't hang, and then you'll
regret the day you refused us."
"'Deed you will," chimed in the oth,er.
As Ned bad refused their entreaties they began to
play all kinds of dodges to in some way entrap him.
One pretended to be taken suddenly ill, but Ned
glanced at him, felt sure that he was playing 'possum
and said to the other, who begged him to untie bis comrade's hands and let the blood circulate.
"If he dies he will be in luck, for he'll escape hanging."
The man recovered soon after, and then they wished
to halt and_cook something to eat.
But Ned Osmond held steadily on his way, unheeding
their plans to get him to free them.
·Suddenly Chum went to the front, halted upon a rise
ahead, and growled savagely.
"What is it, good dog," and halting, Ned went ahead
and glanced over the rise.
What he beheld was by no means a pleasant sight, for
a level piece of prairie was before him, several miles
across, and a quarter of a mile away, coming along the
trail .toward them, was a band of Indians.
There were nine of them, and they were mounted. ,
In five minutes they would come over the rise and f
be where he then was.
It was Ned Osmond's first sight of hostile Indians,
though he had seen groups of the noble reclmen at the
little frontier places he had passed in the last ten days.
He had read much of the Indians, both history and
fiction, art<J when alone on his tramp with Chum it was
.
the redskin· he had feared.
But though he had also read and heard of outlaws
infesting the trail he had not believed they would trouble
a ·poor youth.
But his first experience and what they would do with
him, was with the outlaws.
· Now he was to face the redskins, and at a number

of nine to one, for what could he expect of the outlaws
in the way of aid, he felt.
It was a most trying ordeal, especially for a tenderfoot
youth, and for a moment he did not know what to do
and felt like hastily severing the bonds of the tw~
prisoners and asking their advice and aid.
CHAPTER XVI.
A BOY AT BAY.

Just as Ned Osmond was tempted to get his prisoners
free, it flashed through his mindr that Buffalo Bill had
told him the night before that, as the road agents made
w:ir upon the_ir own race, they were consequently friendly
with the Indians, to whom they gave presents in return
for their protection.
If driven too hard by the scouts and soldiers, the road
agents would seek refuge in the Indian country.
It would -never do, therefore, to have them give him
advice and aid, decided Ned.
Chum was in a tremor of excitement, and seemed for
once to have lost his grip, and to rely wholly upon his
master.
His tail had dropped from the exalted position in
which he was wont to carry it, and he looked up into
Ned's face as though to say:
"Don't ask me to tackle 'em, for thev are too rich for
·
my blood.
"They are Injuns !"
The two outlaws quickly surmised that something was
wrong, and Pete Bender called out:
"What is tt, young feller?"
"Indians," coolly replied Ned, though he did not feel
as he spoke.
"Injuns !
"How manv ?"
"Only about a dozen."
"Well, that's enough to settle you, for Injuns is our
trump keerd. young feller, and now just set us free quick,
and we'll tell them you is a pard of ours and all will be
well."
"I'm scared, yes, but not so badly as to do that."
"Well, we don't care, so have your way, for yer can't
run, yer can't fight, and when they has yer in their
grip you'll be glad enough ter beg us ter save yer."
"Just wait until I do," and gaining renewed confidence by the words of the outlaw, Ned determined to act.
The redskins did not suspect his ...-·esence there, and .
were yet nearly a fourth of a mile away, for but a
minute or two had passed since he had first seen them.
· He glanced around him. He saw no place of refuge
near, but remembered that a few hundred yards back he
had .seen a little hill of rocks, the top of which was covered with a thick undergrowth of dwarf pines.
Instantly he leaped into his saddle and started at a
gallop for the little hill.
As he crossed the stream, he let . the horses drink.
while, leaning over, he filled his own and the outlaws'
canteens with water.
Hardly had he reached the hill and gone into the pines,
when he saw the redskins come over the rise.
They halted quickly at sight of the fresh trail, and
earnestly talked among themselves, as Ned plainly saw.
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He discovered that they did not dash immediately 'forand attack him, that they were dismounting and
examining the trail while rhey were· looking through the /
scattered timber. ·
It g-ave him a respite; and he took advantage of it.
The rifles of the three outlaws were t\pon his own
hors\:", as were also their belts of arms and their ammunition.
But the weapons were not loaded, and he quickly set
to work to lo:id them.
The horses he. tied back in the pines, there being some
.
large rocks there.
. ''Ain't yer gain' ter let us g it down?" asked Bender.
w~rd·

":\lo."
"Yer better make tarms with us now, for when them
Injnns comes wc'il tell 'em you has us prisoners, and
there is but 011e, so tcr come on and take yer ."
.. If cithel· of vo u call out to those rdskins, l swear
to yo\1 it will be. the last word you ever utter.
"The Tndians rnav come and kill me, but thev'Jl . find
you dead!" aid Ned Osmond, in a tone that ·showed
he meant just what he said.
The men seemed crestiallen at this, for they had seen
enough of the boy to know he \\·ould keep his word. so
one said:
·'Come, give up that you is cornered, and \\·e has ther
game, and we'll call it quits."
~ "Yes, throw down yer keerds and we'll act squar."
·' \ Vhen I give tip it will be when I know that I am
whipped. ·
·'I don't know it yet, and if I have nev;;r fought· Indians. I gness I can learn."
"Oh, "Lord! let ther devil take that kid. for he's' too
fly for earth, too good for heaYen !" said Pet~ Bender,
in- a tone of supplication, and in spite of his situation Keel
laughed a. the other added :
"And Jet his dog go with him."
The top of the hill was not over thirty feet, in diameter.
and the dwarf pine5 and rocks completely concealed
the horses and their riders from every point.
Tl-\e approach to the hill was open, with no shelter lo
protect a foe, and Ned took in these advantages i~ his
favor at a glance.
He also knew · that the Indians saw the trails of four
horses and .must suppose there were that many white
men to· 'fight, and he bad heard bordermen were never
afraid of redskins unless there we\e big odds against
them.
r\s he had his own combined rifle and shotgun, and the
rifles of the dead and two living outlaws, with thci r
revolvers, save one Buffalo Bill had taken in place of his
weapon broken by Pete Bei,1der's bullet, the Yankee lad
mac.le up his mind to try and fight them back, deciding,
in a last extremity, to try and make his escape l?Y dashing
out of cover on fhe best horse of the lot, leaving the outlaws .?chindJhim, and with Chum following him.
CHAPTER XVIT.
NED'S

ROLD

VENTURI!:.

"There are not c11ough of them to surround this place,
so I cannot break through if I .have to, and maybe I
can cut the nine down some."

So said K ed Osmond as he made up his mind how
he would retreat if he had to do so, and he got his horse
all : ready for the flight, t hotJgh hoping that he would
not have to ·desert hi;; prisoners.
Seeing the Indians now approaching slowly on the
trai}, he felt thap they were very cautions, although they
must see that there .w ere the tracks of but four horses.
This gave Neel courage, and more when it flashed upon
him that there was also the trail of Buffalo Bill's horse,
left the day before, so they might think they had fiYt.:
m en to fight.
Turning to the otttlaws,' · as the J.ndians halted upon
discovering- where their ·foe had taken refug·e, Ned Osmond said:
"Remember. if you call out above a whisper, I'll turn
iny gun upon both of you-mind you, not one, but both
of yon--ior then I'll nut have yon lo worry me, at least,"
and as the .Indians began to slowly separate to surround
the hill, he raised Pete Bender's rltle to fire his first shot
at a redski n.
In spite of their own situation, the two outlaws could
not but admire the pluck and cool nerve of the boy.
His face was pale and stern , but hi.s eyes were bright.
his look fearless, and he was determined to stand at ba:;
.
without flinching.
Ned Osmond was one to take advantage of anything
that arose in his favor.
His training at sea had taug·ht him the value of coolness, to act quickly and well, and not to let himself
become excited.
He saw the Indians, ielt they were in range, and was
determined that his first shot would tell.
So he placed the rifle in rest on the limb of a pine: took
carefttl aim; while Pete Bender said:
' "Yer is a durned fool ter fire on 'em, for if yer hits
one by accident . they'll make it hot fer _you when they
gits yer."
The remark did not disturb him in the least, and he
replied:
·•ll's catching before hanging, I 've heard; bnt look
al the fellow with feathers enough on him for a bird,
an:J sec ifI hit him by accident."
"Durn that boy!" growled Bender, and the rifle flashed
as he spoke.
The Indians all started at the shot.
They were now sure where their foes were, and, what
was niore, the first blow at them had been a telling 611 t:,
for tlwir chief, ''\vith feathe rs enough on him for a
bird," fell from his horse. dead."
But Ned Osmond had beeµ. told to strike while the iron ,
• was hot, and, quick as a flash, he picked up the other
rifles and fired, his own . double-barrel gun giving the
impression that there were five men, as there were thar .
many shots .
Kor were they all thrown a\Yay, for a second redskin
fell from his saddle, and a pony was killed, while, from
the actions of a' third brave, he appeared to be wounded.
The effect upon the Indi.a ns was at once noticeable, for
they seized their dead comrades and retreated with all
haste to a clump of· timber beyond range, there to hold
a council.
~eel Osmond - was - elated at his success thus far, but
he was no Indian fighter .
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Had l;e been, he would not have left his stronghold,
but remained under cover, trustir -· to b~at the redskins
back again, and knowing that they would not, with tl1eir
~mall force, dare remain long so near the fort, almost
within hearing of the rifles.
But he had seen the outlaw on the stage trail slip
away, and Pete Bender had done the same mos_t cleverly,
so he decided to do the same while the Indians were busy
with their next plan of attack.
He did i10t doubt his beirig able to get away by himself, but he wished to take his prisoners.
·
So he said quickly :
"I am going to hustle out of this, for we can get \\°ell
away before they see us."
"Yer don't expect us ter help yer, does yer, sonny?"
"I expect to kill you if you don't," was the quick reI

~~

"You've got spurs, your horses are well rested, and can
run fast.
"I will see that you keep up with me, for if you don't
I'll drop your horse and let Chum worry you for a
while.
'·You know what to expect, so come."
Ned leaped into his saddle, having untied the horses
so as to have them not appear to be led.
He had, reloaded the guns and hung them to his saddle horn.
"Chum will see that you do not run away, for he'll
catch your horse by the nose and hold him if you attempt it."
With this Ned rode to the front, leading the horse
carrying the dead body, but which he had tied a blanket
over to hide vJhat it really was.
The Indians did not suspect a retreat, and so he passeci
down the hill, which kept them from seeing him, through
the timber, and had made a circuit around almost to the
trail to the fort, when the wild yells of the redskins told
that they were discovered.
) "Now, come on, and remember what I told yQu !"cried
the boy, earnestly, and he urged nis horse into ·a run,
the other animals keeping pace with him.
CHAPTER XVIII.
f IN

THE

MOMENT OF NEED.

Ned Osmond glanced back as he got his horses into a
run and the Indians were in full chase, and muttered
grimly:
"I've got over three hundred yards start, and there i:>
the fort trail to follow."
Looking b:><:k again he saw that there were but six
redskins following, but they were urging their horses
to their utmost and gaining.
Try as he might, threaten as he would, he could ..ot
,.,,ake the two outlaws do anything to urge their horsep,
though Bender said :
"We is going the best we kin, pard."
"You are not, and they are gaining upon us.
"If I have to leave you they will find you dead!"
At this threat they did bring their spurs in against
the flanks of their horses, and this added a little to the
speed. '
Dut the horse carrying the dead body hung back, and

STORIES~

though Clium nibbled at his heel~ to hurry him it did
no good.
Ned could have let the led horse go, but his pride was
aro{1sed to take all into the fort if he could.
F or himself he did not fear, for he realized that he
could get away at any time by deserting the rest of the
,
outfit and Chum would follow him.
He knew that it must be ovh a dozen miles to the fort,
and he did not know how near the redskins dared vcntun::.
Nor did he know the nature of the ground he had
to go over.
The trail was well marked, and he had no difficulty
in following it, while he saw by the tracks th.a t the
Indians had come that way.
He had nearly crossed the little prairie and he saw
'
beyond oa wooded ridge.
R ealizing that he had made a mistake in leaving the
good position he had, he was looking well ahead to try
and find a good retreat to .stand and fight again, for he
saw that the redskins would catch him within another
mile's run.
He believed, too, that the Indians realized that hP.
was carrying two prisoners, and, the blanket having
blown off, they saw that one horse was bearing a corpse.
Ned began to feel decidedly in a fix, and his eyes were
fixed longingly on the ridge ahead, to see what it ha<l
in stor for him.
The Indians were now not over a hundred yards behind, and had begun to fire upon him, so, wheeling in
the saddle, he took as good aim as was possible with
Bender's rifle and pulled trigger.
The shot was useless.
He fired his own rifle barrel just as an arrow struck
in the dead body on the horse he led.
The shot bro1,1ght down a pony, but the rider caught
on his feet unhtirt.
Neel was beginning to feel that he must desert. all and
save himself and Chum, who was running rapidly along
in the lead.
Presently he reached the slope, and, looking back, he
caught the gleam of joy upon the faces of the two out··
laws.
They felt sure that their deliverance ·was at hand.
The youth was at the end o_f his rope, 30 to speak,
and to save himself, he must desert them, and they would
not Le harmed by the redskins.
The chances were that he \could not even save himself, for the redskins were coming on rapidly aqd steadily
gaining:.
Having seen just what the brave. boy was, they did
not be'.ieve he would harm them when he could not carry
them with him, and his words bore them out in this, for,
as an arrow wounded him in the arm, he said :
"I a.m sorry I have to give you up, and I don't know .
what Buffalo Bill will say.
"The redskins are your friends, I hear, so if they kill
you I can't help it.
;'Come, Chum, we will have to g<;t out of bad company."
But even as Ned Osmond spoke there came a." puff of
smoke from over the ridge, a sliot, and an In<liau dropped
dead from his pony.
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· Another . shot, and a pony went dovm, while suddenlv
there sprang into sight the tall , magnificent form
Buffalo Bill, -rifle in hand, and he c:llled out:
"Rally behind me, boy pard !
"We will give tliem all they want!"
Then loud and defiant rang the terrible war-cry of
the scout, and he stood at bay, while Neel Osmond 1drew
rein fust over the ridge, halted the horses of the outlaws, and, leaving Chum to guard them, seized a rifle
and ran to the side of Buffalo Bill.
"It's all over, boy pard, for see, they are making tracks
with such haste they have left their dead comrade on
the prairie," and Buffalo Bill pointed to the redskins flying back as fast as . they h:>.d come.
"Arn I off the trail, sir, or have you flanked aronnd ?"
asked Ned, in wonder and delight at seeing the scout
there.
"I have flanked around, following the trail of that
horse, and it now leads across the track here and toward
our camp of last nig ht, so I will stiil keep on it, while
you push for the fort again."
"I will, sir."
"So you were jumped by l?edskins, were you?
"I did not expect that so near the fort ."
Ned told how Chum had discovered them, and what
had followed.
"Never leave a stronghold, boy pare!, at a venture.
"But you have done spl endidly, and, . as you said,
could have saved yourself and Chum.
"The boldness of those redskins so near the fort shows
that they are a scouting party from a large band, so tell
the colonel I will keep my eye on them and it will be
well to send some scouts and a trcop of cavalry out here
at once.
"Now push on for the fort with your prisoners,. and
I tell you again that you are the boss of them all for a
boy.
· "Luck to you," and Buffalo Bill mounted his horse.
and as he rode by the outlaws said:
"He's. a dandy, Pete Bender, isn't he?"
"Durn him!" growled Bender, and, mounting, N ed
Osmond again pressed on to\vard the fort, once more
leading lhe three horses, \Vhile Chum again held his
tail aloft with pride.

of

CHAPTER XIX.
HOW

NED

GOT

THERE.

That the hopes of the outlaws had taken a great tumble goes without saying, and the flush on their faces
changed to pallor again when they saw Buffalo Bill so
unexpectedly come to the rescue.
"That durned Buffalo Bill are like a thumb, allers .on
hand," growled Pete· Bender to his companion as they
rode on once more. their horses in a slow trot.
'Td rather hev' ther smallpox than see him," the other
replied.
"Now, who in thunder expected to sec him here,
when he went off in t 'other direction this morning?"
"It was a surprise to · me, too, only it struck us differently," put in Ned.
"Doy, shet up-1.~1is ain't your iuner::.l."

"No, Pete, it's yours," was the retort, and it brought
a savage oath from both men.
''You learned to swear by note, didn't you?'' a·s ked
Ned, quietly.
The men again swore,. and Ned aoded:
"Don't, for you shock Chum-he was raised by a
preacher and don't like profanity-do you, old dog?"
·Whether Ch'.um was trained or not, or preferred to
hear himself bark to the outlaw's swear, I cannot tell, but
he ins~antly turned and began to bark savagely at the
two men.
Then silence followed immediately after Pete Bender
}
l:iad uttered his favorite anathema :
"Durn thet dog!"
Ned laughed and Chum ceased his barking, while the
two outlaws continued on with brooding silence for a
I
mil e or more.
At last Bender asked :
"Say, young feller, what is you goin' ter charge agin'
us.?"'
"I am going to tell just what happened and let the
col onel decide.
"I am what you call a tenderfoot out here, so I leave
you to others."
"You ain't no proof agin' us, fer we was campin' and
you and Buffalo Bill corned and attacked us, killin' our
pard, here."
''Yes, and I attacked tl;iose Indians for the same reason-they were foes ."
"But \Ve wasn't."
"You wore masks just as the three men did who
stopped me on the stage trail, and they were outlaws,
and Buffalo Bill says you belong to the same band, so I
suppose you will have to prove that you do not."
The two outlaws then made another d ~ad set at Ned,
to bribe him to go with them and not take them to the
fort .
. They swore they, would enrich him if he did, that he
could hold one a prisoner in hiding until the other went
for lhe gold they would give him.
It was no use. Ned Osmond was not to be tempted,
and remarked, in his laconic way of speaking:
"I've got a pretty good start already with the two
horses the stage driver took · in to Mountain City for
me, and the booty he got from the men, with these four
horses added, and what plunder you have-why, I'm
rich, and I don't want the earth."
Again the men swore in chorus and then lapsed into
silence. The horses having been rested, Neel started
them into a canter.
It \Vas in the middle of the afternoon that, upon going
over a rise, the fort suddenly burst into view.
Situated upon a bluff overhanging the river, above
which it rose a hundred feet, the appro~ch to it was a
gentle slope, with prairie stretching far and wide around
it.
upon these prairies were seen hundreds of cattle and
horses, gu1rde<l by mounted men.
The flag floated above the fort, which, as Ned Osmond
approached it, he could see was a very/substantial affair,
a heavy stockade of logs inclosing some dozen acres of
the hilltop, which was well timbered.
A deep dilch had been dug around the outside of th..
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wall, the earth having been carted within· and placed
against the .· stockade, forining a footpath for the sol·
die~s, breast high, ana where they could ·stand and fight
if need be. ·
..
Tl?ere were three bridges across the ditch, all of which
could be raised and lowered by '1)lock and tackle, ·and
one of which led into the main entrance of the fort, the
other two into the horse and cattle corral.
The officers' quarters, the barracks, headquarters, a
park of artillery, soldiers on duty and scores of the
denizens of the fort going to and fro gave Ned Osmond
a grand idea of a frontier ·post as he rode up to the
main entrance and was challenged by the sentinel.
· He simply said that he wanted to see Colonel Benham, that he came from Buffalo Bill, and that was
enough.
, The corporal of the gnard was called, then the officer
of the day, and Ned Osmond found himself within a
fro'ntier post.
.
The eyes of many were upon him as he rode along,
leading the horses with his prisoners and the dead body,
while Churn trotted close by his stirrup, seeming to feel
himself of less irnportaii.ce amid such surroundings, for
his tail had drooped considerably.
"Well, I got there," muttei·ed ?\ ed, with pardonabk
triumph in his tone at his accomplishment, for, to use a
slang phrase, "he got there with both feet."

.

~,-

oi the da); as he apptoacned with Ned, who ha~ gi~en
his horses -to a ioldier to hold.
Certainlv the youth was a , ;l;;rnall edition of. Buffalo
Bill in appeara~~e, being mu~h his style in .
and
form.
"'I can only tell you, sir, that he wi shes to see you, and
he comes with . a >trange outfit," responded Captain
Baldwin, while he added:
"He does look like Cody, indeed."
"I bear a letter from B'ntfalo Bill to you, sir, if I
have the honor of addressing Colonel Benham," and Ned
took off his hat, and his courteous address at once wo11
the a1dmiration of the colonel, as it had already of Captain
Frank Baldwin.
"'\i\' eil, youn1 sir, l ·am glad to see you, not only becau>;c you come from my;-valued chief of sconts, but 011
your own account, I take "it," and Colonel Benh:irn hel<l
out his · haricl.
r~ ed was pleased with his reception, and quickh·
handed over the penciled note of Bttffalo Bill.
"Sit down while I read it-be seated, captain, until
we know what· it all means." and Colonel Ben-ham hast·
ily first read the note to hiln sclf, and then aloud to Captain Baldwin.
1'he note was as follows :

fa.te

"In camp-Thursday night.
"COLONEL Hc.;GH BENHA:.\1:

"SIR-\Vhi!e on the trail this morning I came upon
the bearer of this, K(l(l Osmond, who comes ·west on
CHAPTER XX.
business of his own, and who has a letter to a sbldier.
"But for the meeting with young Osmond I would
TIIf; SCOUT'S , LETTER.
have ridden into an ambush, for three of the Mounted
The officer of the day, a stern-f;ced captain, gazed Miners had placed a trap £o1· me, having ii1 some way
at Ned Osmond and . his "outfit" with consider::l:Ae in- learned of my going by this 'trail.
"The youth asked to return and show me the place
terest, though he asked no more questions than to know
of anibush and aid me, and he did '!>O, his dog, Chum, .
what he should do with the young visitor.
accompanying us.
Colonel Benham's cabin home was a comfortable 6i1c,
"Vv e gained the rear of the outlaws, and C).S they reso situated that he could see from the board piazza along fosed to obey my command to surrender, we fited u·pon
the front and sides . over the stockade upon miles of them.
\
·
''The third ·· man, for two fell, managed to escape, and
landscape.
The colonel was a tall man, with erect carriao-e and I gave chase on foot, calling to the youth to follow with
the outlaws' horses
""'
every irich the soldier in appearance.
"He did sb. and as a shot from the man I pursued
He was a ~nan with a record, from the days of cadet had\broken the hammer of my revolver, and another shot
life at West Point, his services in the Civil War down struck my spur, laming me, the outlaw would have· esto his renow;r; as an Indian fighter in command 6'£ the caped but for my young parcl, who headed him off and
held him up.
.
far ndvanced post
Fort Vidette.
"Going back to see why his dog had not fo!Jo..v-.::d, he
'With nearly a thousand human beings under his com- found him _guarding one of the outlaws who haj only
mand-artillery, cavalry, .infantry and scouts-he had a· been wounded, and bt.1t for Chum woul-d have escaped .
fighting force that were thoroughly disciplined, knew
. "V./e went into camp here for . the night, and toward
morning were aroused by the dog, and a riderless horse
their leader and were ever ready to do their dut3'.
To Neel's surprise he saw ladies and children als~ in appeared, and the youth will tell you about him and his
previous adventure of the day on the Overland trail.
the fort.
"I shall follow the ·trail of the riderless horse, ·and
"Well, Captain Baldwin, you have a little Buffalo Bill · then contim:fe · on to · attehd to · the duty that calleif me
there, I see," said the colonel, pleasantly, to the officer from the fort.

of
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"About my young pard I know nothing more than I
have told you, sir, but perhaps he may make knovvn to
you more regarding himself, but fo r real grit and nerve
I have never seen his equal of his years, and his dog
is a fit companion for his young master.
"I send the body of the slain outlaw, and the prisoners in charge of the youth. I have the honor to be,
sir,
Yours obediently,
"W. F. Conv,
·'Chief of Scouts."
"Well, my youl}g friend, I am doubly glad to welcome you, after reading Chief Cody's letter, and I congratulate you upon your good services rendered ; but
tell me about the other adventure the scout refers to."
Ned did so in his modest way, and both the colonel
and captain listened with the deepest attention and interest, and again congratulated him, and the colonel was
about to order the two outlaws brought before him
when Ned said:
" I have another report still to make sir, and Mr.
Cody told me that he thought it well for you to send a

troop of cavalry and some scouts out on the trail, as
there are Indians about, he fears, in large force," and
Ned told of his fight with the redskins, his flight and
rescue by Buffalo Bill just as he and Chum were about
to desert the outlaw prisoners.

CHAPTER XXL
A MYSTERY.

If Colonel Benham and Captain Frank Baldwin had
been surprised at what the youth had clone, from what
the scout's letter had told them, they were far more
so when they heard of his having been held hp by outlaws on the Overland, and the result, following upon
which came the story of his Indian fight, flight and escape.
''Where did you learn your frontier craft, Master Osmond ?" {lsked the colonel.
"I do not know any, sir, other than what commonsense prompted me to do. I am a tenderfoot, sir," replied
Ned, with a smile.
"A tenderfoot, eh?
"Do you mean to say you are not a border boy?'!
"I a}ll not, sir, for I am a sailor."
"A sailor?"
"And this is your first border experience?"
"Except that I was a Mexican vaquero on a ranch,
llir, ,vhen I was wrecked on the coast of Mexico two
years ago; but it is different there from what it is here,
though I learned to ride and shoot, and to throw a lasso
pretty well."
"And how did you come West?"
'O:a foot, sir, from where· the railroad ends.

'

"I was a tramp, sir," and again the youth smiled.
"Your home is where?"
"I have no home now, sir," and there was a pathetic
cadence in the tone and words of the youth that touched
both Colonel Benham a d Captain Baldwin.
"Where was your home?"
"I am a Yankee boy, sir," and again the smile.
"I do not wish to pry into your life, my young friend,
and ask, not 1rom idle curiosity, but from interest in you,
for you, a boy ir: years, come alone to the fort, having
been attacked by outlaws and slain one; you see others
setting a trap for s~me one, and you flank them and save
my Chief of Scouts, and then go into a fight as his ally
Eke an old veteran.
" Next, you have a brush with Indians, kill one or more,
and escape with your prisoners from them, bringing them
safely to the fort.
''This heroism in a man, in one of my officers or
crack scouts, would interest me. deeply in therll, 'and I
wish to know why yciu have come here and what I can

do to serve you, for I ~ill do all in my power for you,

by brave lad."
·
- After a moment of hesftation, Ned Osmond said :
"I thank you, sir, for your kindness and interest in
me, and I appreciate it.
"But there is nothing that you can do, sir."
"You are too young to enter the army."
"Yes, sir."
":Hay I ask what you intend to do?"
"I am a poor boy, sir, and intend to rove al:iout the
West, hoping to make my fortune."
"Why not remain at the fort, for you· write fairly well,
I guess?"
"Oh, yes, sir, I have studied hard."
"I could give you a clerkship here."
"Thank you, sir, but I do not care to remain here,
for I am going to Mountain City, and if I do not do
1 well, or am not successful in my intentions, I shall return and ask Buffalo Bill to take me with him and teach
me to be a fscout."
.
"Beforehand I promise you he will be only too glad
to have you, arid you would make a name for yourself,
I am sure.
"'
"But had you no motive in coming to the fort, other
than to guard those outlaw prisoners?"
"Yes, sir."
"I met in the East a lady who knew of my coming
to this part of the West, and she told me she had a
son who was a soldier at Fort Vidette and asked me
to deliver to him a letter, as all she had written the past
year seemed to have miscarried, for she received no
answers
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"I told her I would deliver the letter, and I was on
my way to the fort when I met Mr. Cody."
"Who is th~ soldier?"
"The letter ls addressed to Private Arthur Arden, but
Mr. Cody says that he is a sergeant."
"Yes; and one of the best rpen in my command.
'Do you know anything about Sergeant Arden?"
"Nothing, sir, I may say, more than having met his
mother."
"I'll send the letter to him at once."
"Please pardon me, sir, but I pr01~ised his mother I
would deliver it only to him personally."
"Certainly."
"Captain Baldwin will send a soldier with you to the
sergeants' quarters, and then return and be my guest,
Master Osmond, as long as you rernain at the fort."
"Oh, thank you, sir; but I'm nothing more than, a
tramp, and could not think of such a thing."
The colonel looked a trifle annoyed, and Captain Bald·
•
win hastened to say :
"I will find him pleasant qua'.ters 'i\•ith the sutler, sir.
In fact, Sergeant Arden has a cabin to himself, since
Macey died, and will doubtless wish him for his guest."
"All right; see that he is comfortable, captain, and
the horses. and their belongirigs are his property 1 you

kn~~iso

see that the dead outlaw is bJried and the prisoners put in confineme~t.
"vVhen you are settled, my young friend, come and
see me this evening, for I wish to have a talk with yon."
"Yes, sir," and with ~ courteous salute Ned walked
away with Captain Baldwin, while the colonel muttered:
"That boy is a mystery I ca11not fathom."

CHAPTER XXU.
$ E R. G E A N T

AR0 E N •

So much was Captain Frank Baldwin pleased and
irz\µressed . with the young self-'Confessed tramp, that he
decided to go with him himself to Sergeant Arden's
quarters and see that he had comfortable accommodations
during the time he was in tht; fort.
He gave orders for the disposal of the outlaw's body,
a.nd the prisoners, and sent the horses to the stables to
be well cared for, and as the property of Ned Osmond,
·
while he said:
"Those are all fine animal~, my boy 1 and shou1d you
wish to dispose of any of them, I will be glad to buy
one, and can find you purchasers for the others, too, and
their outfits."
"Thank you, sir; I will be glad to sell three of them,
keeping one for my own use, and I have two more in
Mountain City, so I will be quite rich, and in futur~ I

will be a tramp on horseback," and Ned laughed and
added:
"I don't just krtow how Chum wili take my riding.''
"Who is Chum?''
"My dog, sir; that is his name."
·'Ah! he looks as vicious as a grizzly."
"He is, sir, to those I don't like, but likes my friends.''
'Tm your friend; please mention it to him," said the
captain, with a glance at Chum.
~ed laughed, and called his clog . •
"Chum, this is Captain Baldwin, who is good enough
to say he is my friend, so you must treat him with marked
respect."
Chum wagged his tail, seemingly pleased at the introduction, and then licked the captain's hand.
"Good! . I hope he has a good memory, Ned; bht
.
where did you get him?"
"Some men were going to shoot him in Chicago, and
I took his part, and treated the gang to a drink ail
round to let him off, and he seemed to understand thai
I had saved his life, and has stuck to me ever since.
"I've had a doien fights on Chum's account, sir, but
somehow we come out all right in the end."
'·I should think so/' said the captain, and he added:
"But here are Sergeant ·Arden's quarters."
It was a pleasant little cabin, apart from the others,
and seated in front of it was a handsome young soldier,
who had the appearance of a commissioned, rather than
··
a non-commissioned, officer.
Seeing the captain approaching, he laid aside a book
he wns reading and stood at an "attention."
"Sergeant Arden, this young gentleman is Master Ned
Osmond, a hero, the colonel justly calls him, and he
bears a letter to you.
''He is a Yanke-e boy, and may remain some time in
the fort, so if you can entertain him I shall be glad,"
"I am glad to meet Master Osmond, Captain Baldwin, ·
and will entertain him with pleasure, for I am alone
her~, and have pleasant quarters," and the handsome
sergeant held out his hand and warmly welcomed his
young guest, whose knapsack and other belongings a
soldier just then brought up, while Ned asked:
"Does that mean my Chum also, Sergeant Arden?"
·•yes, indeed, for I love clogs.''
"Then I leave you in good company, Ned.
"Go to see the colonel this evening, and drop in on
me before you go away," and Captain Baldwin, retumirtg the sergeant's salute, walked off in the discharge of
his duties.
"Now, Master Osmond, you look as though you had
had a hard time, so come in and brush up so you will .
feel better, and then we can discuss what business you
have with me."
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"Thank you; I will accept your invitation, and while
getting presentabl~ you can read this letter-it was .
given me by your mother to deliver to you personally.
Are you ill, serg eant?" and Ned sprang toward the .
soldier, who turned d~athly pale and dropped heavily
into a chair.
"'My mother, did you say?" he asked, hoarsely.
"Yes, sir."
".Boyi .my mothe~ is dead-she died in Europe over a
year ago. "
·'You are mistaken, sergeant. Your mother is not
dead, for I saw her not two months ago, and she asked
me to give this letter to you personally, as she could get
no word from you, though she had often written."
"The~·e_ is some trickery here," said Sergeant Arden,
and he took the letter, glanced at the address, and added:
''Yes, ~hat is my m oth~r·s hand-God bless you, boy,"
and the voice of the strong tnan quivered as he uttered
the words.
Ned went into the cabin and .took from his pack some
clean clothing, and set to work with soap and water to
make himself look less like a tramp.
Chu~n lay down at the door to rest after his loo.g run,
while the sergeant sat down upon the bench, his mother's
·
letter in his hand.
He looked at it as he might ii it was the 1~1iniature of
one, and for some time did not appear to have
a lov
courage enough to 9pen _it.
It \vas addressed to

r a~

" PRIVAT E A RT H UR ARDEK ,

" Fort Vidette.
'·Kindness of a trusted friend."
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gether until supper, for I have no duties until to-night
at twelve. I. have something pa1iicular to talk to you
about."
Ned Osmond liked the yow1g sergeant at sight; he
had found Joe Jarvis er clever fellow, and been instantly,
won by Buffalo Bill, admired Colonel Benham and Captain Baldwin, and, in fact, concluded that the far frontier might have its drawbacks, but it was certainly peopled by persons to tie to.
H e sat down on the bench by the sergeant, who, still
holding the letter in his hand, said, by way of ~pening
the conversation:
''This letter is from my mother."
"Yes, sir."
"Where did you get it?"
" Your mother gave it to me. "
" When did you see her?"
" Two ~10nths a~o."
" Where was she then ?"
" Near Detroit."
''She lives there, then?"
"Yes, sir. Do you 11ot know where she is , si1~?"
"Yes, now, according to this letter ; but I wish to know
all about her that you can tell me. Do you know the
contents of this letter ?"
''No, sir; but I can guess that you are . told a secret
in it."
"See here, Os!nond, you come to me a stranger, and ·
yet you bear an important, a most important fetter to
me from my mother whom I have mot1rned as dead
for some time.
"This letter tells me that she lives, yet is dead to the
world, and I wish you to frankly tell me what you know
of my mother now-in. fact, all tbat you can, and then
..
you shall hear my story."

The name of his company and regiment was not given.
"Yes, it is my dear mother's writing, and she is not
''I do not seek your confidence, Sergeant Arden, I
dead, for that boy would not deceive me, I will read it."
He broke the seal with the look of one who was ~bout _ simply did my duty in bringing that letter to you."
" But I wish you to hear what I have to say, and then
o dissolve a mystery.
you may be able -to tell me more.
" Now, when did you meet my mother?"
CHA.PYER XXIII.
''I am a tramp, sir, yon know , for when I left the
T HE DOY TRAM P S PLEDGE.
sea I determined to go West, and not being· rich I
·w hen • ed Osmond came out of the cabin he looked went on foot in good weather and through the country.
''I did not have my dog, then, for it was before I
like a different boy. He ha~ cast off his travel-worn
Chicago.
reached
clothing for a new suit of corduroy pan~s, which were
tramping along one afternoon before reaching
was
"I
stuck in the tops of a· pair ·of well-polished boots, while
when a terrible storm arose, an<l
Michigan,
Detroit,
he hatl pnt on a neg·Jigef.' shirt .and gray jacket.
dared go to a large residence and
I
if
wondering
was
I
1-:1.is belt of anns he had discarded whil e in the fort, ·
I aw a young girl crouching by
when
shelter,
for
ask
arn;l, looking refreshed· by hi bath and change, the serroadside.
the
geant at once noted the improvement and said :
"You are a different looki11g fellow , now, Osmond, and
" She was talking to herself; her hair was down her
are strikingly like Buffalo Bill~a pocket edition of him, back; she was barefoot_ and h.-:i a doll in her arms.
"'I at once saw that she was mad, and, supposing .
I might say; but, sit down and . let us. have a talk to-

,
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"Your mother did not strike me as being insane, but
she had escaped from the large building, I spoke to her,
the man told me she was, and had been put there by her
and· after some time g-ot her to return with me.
"The place was a private as¥lum, and she was. one husband, who was very rich.
''That is all I can tell ·you, sir."
of the pati1Wts-an heiress, poor thing, but without any
"It is enough; now you shall hear my story," said
'
mind.
"The physician in charge seemed most delighted to the sergeant, in a stern, determined way.
recover her, and as the storm was about to break, urged
me to spend the night and wished to reward me, for he
CHAPTER XXIV.
offered me a hundred dollars, which I, of course, . refused.
TUE SERGEANT'S STORY.
"I did remain all night, though, and I sat in the
· "You saw my mother, my friend, and you would
physician's office, talking with him, he wondering why
hardly expect to find her son in the ranks of the ar~11y,
I, a boy tramp, refused the reward he urged upon me. without some cause for his being there, you would tlunk,
"I told him I was going W est, out to this part of
.
which he had brought upon himself.'"
the country, and I heard an exclamation and saw a lady
So the sergeant began his story, and he found in Ned
in the adjoining room.
Osmond an attentive listener.
"She was tall, slender, and had white hair, yet her
The sergeant had been deeply moved by the letter
face was youthful and even beautiful.
from his mother, and what Ned had told him of her,
"She saw me looking at her, shook her head and
but he now very calmly began to tell his story to the ·
put her finger to her lips, the physician not having noyouth, ·seeming anxious that he should know all.
ticed · her presence.
"I te\l you what I do, boy pard, in absolute confi"I was given a comfortable room, a good breakfast dence, and I know you will so receive it."
in the morning, a_ncl went to the office to thank the
"I wi ll, sir, but I do not seek yonr confidence."
doctor for my entertainment.
"I know that, yet I wish you to be fully informecl.
"He was not there, having been called to one of the
"Now, I •entered the army as a private nearly three
wards; but the lady I had seen the night before was
years ago, and under th~ name I now bear, A;rthur
there, and coming quickly up to me, she said:
.
Ard~.
" 'I am held here against my will, for they say I am
"It is my name, but not all of it, for my full name . ~s
.
.
crazy, · but I am not.
Arthur Arden Holt, but the name my mother bears is
" 'I heard you say you were going out to the lmhan
that of Mrs. Alexander Elwell."
country, and my son is there, a private in' the-the
"Yes so the man who drove me called her."
cavalry, stationed now, I believe, at Fort Vidette.
" l\'Iy 'father, Judge Arthur Holt, was a very rich man,
" 'I have written and written in vain to him, for I
and our home was in Maryland.
get no answer, so I implore you, for · the love of God,
"I was an onlv son, and I was sent to the Naval
to give him this le~er.
Academy, but wa~, with several other midshipmen. ~ns
" 'Give it to him only; let it pass through no other
pended for breaking the laws, though I was not gmlty,
hands, and you will have the reward of knowing you
but could not clear myself without implicating a classhave done a good deed, if you do not . find a reward more
mate so I took the. blame and nesigned.
. substantial some day. Don't fail me, I implore you,'
father ti1en sent me to Germany to fin ish my
.
.
she urged of me.
education, and among the other American students there
"I could do nothing but promise her and sh~ ~uickly
was one whom I had known in boyhood, and whom
disappeared, just after which the doctor came 111.
never liked.
"He tried again to force money upon me, saying the
"He constantly sought trouble with me, and the result
patient I had brought back was worth thousands to
duel foI:owed, in which I wounded him
was that
bim a year, and as i still refused he had a man drive
seriously.
me on to Detroit.
''I left the university, and he was brought back to
"I have kept my pledge, sir, to your mother, and de- America, where he died, some mon(hs after, @£ the
livered you the letter."
wound I had given hinl.
"You have, indeed; but did you learn nothing about
"l\.Iy father had supplied me liberally with money,
her?"
so I went to the East and entered the service of the
"I asked the man who drove me \o Detroit about a Khedive of Egypt, and my father had been dead nearly
number of the patients I stlw there, for the doctor i;howed a year before I learned of the fact.
"Believing that I had inherited a large fort une, I
me over the place.
0
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was going to resign and come
wrote my mother that
home as soon as I heard from her.
·'It was six months before 1 heard from her, and then
she told m that I had better remain where I was, that
my father's fortune was so· mortgaged it was worthless,
but that his partner, Alexander E lwell, was trying to
save her some!hing from the wreck, but his son, whoi11
I had wounded in the duel, was dead, ancl he would
never forgive me for killing him , and vowed he would
send me to pri on if I ever came to America.
' 'It was a bitter letter to read ~ but it was all true,
as I belie\·ed, ancl the next I heard from home was that
my mother had married Alex. Elwell. my father's partner.
"l gre\\' homesick, and desired to return to America,
and " 7ith what money l had saved from my p~y, l did so.
"But I was afraid Ehwll \\'O.t1ld keep his threat, so
I went to California, then drifted into l\1exico, a~d next
enlisted in the army· at a texas iort.
"l could hear nothing from home, so at last bold! y
\\'rote my mother to the old address, and the letter came .
back to me bearing the writtei1 announcement· on the
back that my mother \\·as dead.
"Then I settled do1rn to try and win promotion in the
army from the ranks, and J ha\'e gott en to be a sergeant,
when now you come with this letter from my mothei-."
"lt is remarkable, and there m11st be some trkkery
at the bottom of it," said !\ ed Osmond, deeply i11terestec\
in the young sergeant.
"Yes, there has been most diabolical trickery tlwongh ..
out. for my mother's letter you shall see.
·• he is no more crazy than you are, and :\lex. Elwell
told her a pack of lies about my father's fortune, she
says, for it was clear of debt, but ~11 tied up with Elwell 's
affairs.
''She says that the will left hilll .foll control, and I know
that my father did trust him most implicitly.
"In that way he covered up his track -, and as thete
was a codicil to the will, my mother says, disinheriting
· me for killing Alex. Elwell's son in the duel in Germany,
1 need expect nothing, while a second' codicil urged that
111y mother, after one year's mourning, marry Elwell.
' 'This she did, and then she began to realize that her
husband had deceived her, that the \\·ill wa s a forge1·y,
that my father had left a large fortune, had never disinherited me, nor urged her to marry El\\'ell.
"Fearing my n'.other , for the discovery had made her
very ill, Elwell had taken her to a private asylum near
Detroit and had 1he r incarcerated there.

\

''I think Elwell ought to be called down, for he is a
black-hearted villain."
''Yes, and I will call him down, ·as you say, though
now I can do nothing, for 1 am workirtg hard to stand
the examination for promotion from the ranks, which
a number of us are striving for.
·•J f l get it, I am a free man, and can act; but for
the present my hands are tied, though in some way I
must communicate with my poor mother, telling her to
cheer up and haYe patience. But come, supper is ready, "
and the sergeant led the way to the mess hall, Chum
going along also by special invitation.

CHAPTER XXV.
1
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Keel heartily enjoyed hi s supper \\'ith the sergeant,
and he \\'as introdnced to a number of the non-commissioned officers present.
Sergeant Arden was a very µopul:.tr man, and his
young guest was warmly welcomed, while the rumor
had already gone about that ':\ e<l had· proved himself a
hc:ro,. kiliing an outlaw and capturing two others.
The trnlh of hi s adventures was not known, bnt enongh
was told to make a hero of him.
The .youth 'c1id not forget to go to headquarters in
the evening to see the colonel.
He found the colonel in the midst of the family circle,
but the orderly said that he had orders to show· him right
in, so, blushing at his position, ".\ ed obeyed.
The colonel greeted him mo t cordially, presented him
to his wife, daughter and several others that were pres~
ent, and said:
•·I vanted you to see how we live out here among the
redskins, Osmond, and I trust you will be willing to
remai11 at the fott, so that we can inake a soldi.e r or a
SCOttt Ollt Of you after a I \\' hiJe."
thank you, sir, and I know I would enjoy the life;
but I have a certain duty to myself to pedorm, so I
cannot remain, and to=morrow will start for Mountain
City," replied Neel, who was as easy in his manners as
thoug h he had beeu accustomed to just such society all
his life. .
"So soon you must g~why, we have a grand parade
to-morrow afternoon. so I insii;t that you remain to
~ec that."
'·J will 1 ~ir, wirh pleasure," was the answer, and Ned
turned to talk with ~\1rs. Beuham, \\'ho had become greatly
"::\ow, ?\eel, yon have my story, and there is my · interested in the youth, and >:aid :
''I agree with the colonel that you should be called
mother's letter for you to read, so tell llie what you
Little Buffalo Bill, for my daughter so named you; havthink of it."
_•cd Osmond read the letter, and then said, bluntly: ing seen you arrive this morning, and you are strikingly

··r
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like the great scout in looks, bearing and even in manner- good-by, dropped in upon Captain. Baldwin for a few
isms."
minutes, and, having disposed of three of the fqur hc;:irses
"I should consider it a great honor, madam, to be at a good figur~, he considered !iimself quite rich.
called Little Bufrdlo Bill, for the Chief of Scouts has been
His story of the attack and capture of the ~utlaws had '
my ideal of a man ever since I could read, and wheri I been written down, and when he had turned over their
was a sailor boy I would give up reading pirate stories effects to the colonel, they had been returned to him
at any time if I could get hold of a nova] written of Buf- a$ his property.
falo Bill."
The next morning early, mounted upon the best of the
"Yes, Cody is our hero at the fort here, and deserv- four horses, which he had kept for himself, with a good
edly so; but is not that your comrade on your long sadd:e and bridle, a elt of arms, rifle, lasso, roll of
tramp?" and l\1rs. Benham pointed to Chum, who just blankets and bag of provisions, he rode out of the fort,
then appeared in the door, having 1passec1 the sentry, Chum trotting by his side, and was followed by _a, ringing
who had no desire to challenge his right to enter head- cheer by the soldiers gathered at the stockade gate to see
quarters.
him off, Sergeant Arden being the last one to grasp his
hand, for he was sergeant of the guard that day.
"Pa~clon him, .madam, but he is looking for me.
"I will take him away."
,
"\!Veil, we are again on the tramp, Chum," said Neel,
But Mrs. Benham said Churn must rem~in, and Anita, as he r0.de al.o ng on the trail to Mountain City.
'her daughter, a , pretty girl of thirteen, who had named
Chum wagged his tail in response, and yet gave a
Ned Little Buffalo Bill, called the clog in and he went longing look back at 'the fort, where he had certainly
right up to her.
had as r;oocl a tirr.e q.s his young master.
All admired the splendid clog and his love of his young
master, and he got a caress all around, and only left
CHAPTER XXVI.
,when Neel did.
CAUGHT IN THE TOILS; ·
"That boy is an unfathomable mystery to me," said
the colonel, when Neel had left, and one and all agreed
Neel found no difficulty in foJ:owing the trail to Mounthat the young tramp was a gent:ernan in disguise, a hero, tain City, as it was a distinct one.
and knew how to keep his own counsel. '
He had his noonday meal with Chum, and toward _
The next clay Ned and Chum were interested specta- . evening was approaching the camps, when he saw sevtors of the grand parade.
'
eral tT~ners at a cabin on his right, and just where sev- ·
The wh?le force was out, and as Neel stood by Mrs. era! trails diverged.
Benham and . Anita, admiring Sergeant Arden's splendid
As he rode up to them to ask which trail he was to
appearance as a soldier in full-dress cavalry uniform, take to reach Mountain City, one of the men called out:
the adjutant suddenly called "Attention," and~ officer
"Parcls, that is Den Dunlap's horse."
and platoon of soldiers marched up to the boy, and, to
"So it is," cried several voices together, and instantly
his surprise, he was conducted to the front of the com- Neel's bridle rein was seized and he was told to dis, mand.
mount, which be cl.id, with a word to quiet Chum, who
Then, to his intense surprise and embarrassment, a was showing fi~ht. .
"special order" was read, stating his acts of heroism , and
."Say, young feller, you is riclin' Den Dunlap's horse,
complimenting him for his valuable . services . rendered. and he was found dying to-day. on the trail, his hands
Ned could only raise his hat in salutation, and seek tied behind his back, and looking awful, so you is the
to hide himself from sight in the crowd, but in this he one as has did it, and ru is clurned young fer tl-iat kind
was unsuccessful, for Colonel Benham presented him o' work," said one of the men', and, as he spoke, others
to a score of officers and a·s many ladies and young peo- began to gath<:;r, coming along the different trails from,,
ple, until he was glad to get away, and he said tb Sergeant the camps, on their way to Mountain City, a couple of
Arden:
miles distant.
"Kill the durned dog!" cried one, as Chum began to
"If I were to stay here they'd make a fool of me.
"VVhy, I hav'n't done anything to brag out here; but show his teeth.
''N o, I wants· a good dog-lasso him," cried the man
if they could haye seen me some black night of storm
at sea away up aloft in the rigging of a large ship, they who seemed to be the leader, and in an instant Chum was
might have thought I ~vas taking big chances against caught in the toils of several lariats .
. Ned started to protect him, but he was covered by half .
death; but they are all very kind, serge~nt, and I thank
/
them."
.
a dozen revolvers, and he was forced to see Chum choked
.That night Ned . went to bid the colonel and his family down, a collar and chain put on him, ~nd be made fast
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to a tree, \.vhere he found himself when he recovered from
his choking.
In the meantime Ned had told his story of how he
got the horse, that the manf found bound and dying was
doubtless the outlaw who had escai:- _d.
"He calls Den Dunlop an outlaw, pards !" shouted the
men, who laughed derisively, while one said:
"It's to cover up his own crime."
"He's a boy horse thief."
"He kil'.ed poor Den."
"Yes, tied him to. die. in the mountains, and then stole
his horse."
"Pards, he is a young outlaw."
"One of th~ Mom ted Miners, I'll bet money on it!"
So the cries went the rounds until Ned said, angrily:
"You are a pack of lying sharks, all of you."
"Pards, we must string him up !"
This suggestion seemed to meet general approval, and
as quick as a flash Neel was seized, his hands bound behind him, a lasso · noose thrown over his head, and he
saw death staring him in the face, for the men were in
deadly earnest.
Poor Chum lay upon the gro~nd, tied to the tree and
just beginning to recover from the severe choking he
. had been given.
There were now over a score of rough-looking, bearded
_en about the cabin, and a few of them urged that the
boy should have a trial, have a chance to prove that he
was not guilty.
But he had confessed to having bound the man who
had escaped, and the horse had belonged to one of the
three outlaws· he had found afterward, and who had been
captured by Buffalo Bill.
The men laughed at his saying Den Dunlop was an
utlaw, and after a short conversation together, they
Jecided that he was guilty of outlawry and also of stealng a horse, and must hang for his crimes, fo r that was
order justice.
Ned had not flinched thus far, but when he felt assured
hat the men meant to hang him, he said, earnestly:
"I'vien, I have done no wrong, and Joe Ja•vis, the
verla!f.d driver, and Buffalo Bill can prove what I say.
"I ·am but a boy in years, and don't wish to die, to be
·
anged, so don ·t kill me, I beg of you."
"Begging don't gb here, young feller, " said the leader,
nd, though half.. dozen of the crowd now pleaded for
im, he continued .
"Throw ,the end of the lariat over yonder limb and tie
t to the horn of his saddle, and let the horse haul him
p."
This was done, Ned Osmond saying :
"I begged you once to spare me, but I will not do it
gc.in, so co your worst."

"Now lead the horse up gently, pard," called out the
leader to the ·man who was Mlding Ned's horse by the
bridle.
But, as the horse 'took the first step, there came the
report of a rifle; the animal dropped dead, and Buffalo
Bill came dashing upon the scene, a revolver in each
• ·
hand, while he shouted:
"Who dares lay hand on that boy to harm him die!i
like a do6 !"
CHAPTER XXVII.
SAVED

IlY

A

SHOT.

The· coming of Buffalo Bill so unexpectedly upon the
scene created a sensation, for every miner there knew
him, and more knew just what he would do, in his fierce
anger.
The leader tried to explain that Ned had a stolen horse,
an animal that belonged to one of their comrades, Den
Dunlop, but that another pard had been riding for a
·
few weeks past.
found dying, that
been
had
They told how Den Dunlop
cabin-that his
their
in
dead
morning-was then lying
him,
discovered
they
when
him
hands were tied behind
and he could not speak .
Buffalo Bill strode into the cabin, took a glance at the
body, and_ as he came out, thr~w the lariat off of the
neck of Ned, and said:
"Boy pard, go in and see if that is your man ,~ho
escaped."
Ned did so, and when he returned said that it was
the man.
"There comes the coach ! Go and head it off and tell
J oe Jarvis to come here," commanded the scout of one
of the men.
The order was obeyed and in silence the crowd awaited
the coming of the dri':'er, for his trail ran •near the
cabin.
H e soon drove up, Ned being still hand-bound. Buffalo Bill ordered the leader of the plot against Ned to
tell his story.
He did so, but was less confident now that he had the
scout to deal with.
"J oe, look at the body in the cabin and say where you
saw the man last and under what circumstances."
Joe Jarvis did so, and his words confirmed Ned's story.
"Now, men, you see that y;u were going to hang this
innocent boy, and for your pard, whom you know -now
to have been one of the Mounted Miners, if you did not
know it before, and I half believe that some of you did.
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"Jim Syi,es, you are lt!;:ky tha~ I did not kill you instead of the horse, for I came near doing so, changing
my intention merely for fear that the horse might 111
his fright drag the boy into the air.
"This young fellow is my boy pard, and as long as
he chooses to remain i11 this country I arn his protector."
"Me, too, boy par:d, and with Buffalo Bill I says hand~
off of him, men, and yo~1 _k nows I m eans \Yhat I says,"
cried Joe Jarvis.
Then Buffalo Bill resumed :
"If you don't get hanged .yourseh·es, men , for harboring an outlaw, you will be in luck.
;'Joe, you are starting on your run East, and · I am
going to the fort.

Take the youth with you and bring
him back again, so he won't be alone in Mountain City."
"I'll do it, so gjt up on the box with me, boy pa1:d,"
ordered Joe, and Ned, with a grasp of Buffalo Bill's
hand-for he was too much moved to speak-climbed up
to a seat by the Overland driver.
The scout stripped the saddle arid bridle from the dead
horse and threw them up on the coach with the remark:
"I'll unfasten Chum and give him a ride with you.
too."
This he did , and Joe Jarvis drove away with the remark:

"If they crowds you , Btll. just sound your war-ct'y and
we'll come back."
"All right. but I have no fear of CO\.vards who would
harig a boy," replied Buffalo Bill. and, mounting his
horse, he rode away amid a dead silence in the crowd.

CONCLUSTO.N.

Ned Osmond greatly enjoyed his drive with Joe Jarvis, and Chum, that had recovered entirely, seemed also
to like the ride, finding that it was better than chasing
behind the coach.
On the way the driver had much to tell his young
pard about Buffalo Bill, K ed seeming never to tire of
hearing of the great scout.
He also made known to Joe the story of his adventures after leaving him, his meeting Buffalo Bill, his
brush with the other three outlaws, his affair with the
rec:lsKins, and how he had been n:ceived at the fort and
given the name of Little Buffalo Bill.
Then he totd how the gang at the cabin had seized him,

and that but for the scout they 'would have hanged hi1n,
.adding:
"But they won't scare m<; out of this country, for I
came to stay, at least until I had accomplished a certai11
1111 SS!Ot1.

"You, Joe, have proven my goqd friend, and I don't
mind telli;1ir vou. as a ·secret, .that I ca111e. here to find one
who had wronged me and mine. I kno\v he is son1e ·
whe.re upon the fronti~r, and sot!le day I will fi11.d him,
though it may take me a year or more."
Then Joe Jarvis also tolt;l Ned a secret, and that was
that he had recognized, in the o tlaw that Chttm had
spru~1g upon_ and kill~d, his own brother-one who had
gone to the b~1cl early i11 life, and whom h,e had not heard
of for years, and so was shocked to find him an outla"'-.
Ned went on to the end of Joe Jarvis 's ru1'l with him,
and then back again, having an adYentvre upon his return which cannot be told here.
Ar,riving in llfountain City, he made that his headquarters, and went off on long trails often with Buffalo
Bill.

In tirn!'! he found the one he sought. and his rnission
was thus fulfilled, but he still clung to the Wild Wes.t.
and became known far and wide along the frontier as
Little Buffalo Bill.
It was through Ned, also, that the sergeant gol ·
letter to his mother, and the whole plot of her wicked
husband, Elwell, was disclosed.
\Vhen the examination for promotion was held Ar
thur Arden won the first place, got the commission of ·
second lieutenant, and was successful in bringing Alex
ander Elwell to justice, and in securing his own rightfu
inheritance, while, of coutse, his mother' was taken fron
the asylum, and all through her meeting with K ed Os
mond, the Boy Tramp, \vho had ".veil earned the, to him
1
proud title of Little Buffalo Bill.
THE

END.

Next week's issue, Ko. 92, will co in "Buffalo Bill
Young Double; or, A Y !lnkec Boy in the. Wild \\I est.
1

Yoi.1 want to hear more aboi1t Ned Osmond. You'
find it next week. There are two \\:Ome11 outlaws wh
gave Buffalo Bill an e}\citing time,' a11d, 1:,iesides tha
there is an Indian 'war-one of the most important e\·e
fought on the frontier.

Dream en, boys, and be sure to write us afterward.
You'll le wide enough awake if you win a prize.
But don't be too sleepy to try for one.
Our word for it, th! i::ri:es are fir:e.
For foll farticulars, ~e; page 3j.
A Barber's Dream.
(Dy M. Michael, Williamsport, Ind.)
}:Yrapped in Old Morpheus' gentle embrace,
I lay dreaming one night,
A look of contentment on my tired face
And a smile that was gladsome and bright.
Joy filled my soul and my countenance beamed.
Nor can I be blamed when you Ii.ear what I dreamed.
I dreamed that a customer entered . our shop,
With whiskers that tempted the wind,
And a great head of hair that began at the top,
And fell in long clusters behind.
e took off his coat and sat in the chair,
nd looked all around with an innocent .air.
'A shave or a hair-cut?" I gently inquired
As I passed my hand over his he(\d;
'he stranger said, "Both," in a -manner inspired,
And I came very near dropping dead;
or I hadn't expected the answer you see,
6i.nd I started to snip and cut with great glee.
he whiskers and hair were removed in a trice.
Then I suggested a singe,
nd the stranger accepted the kindly advice;
Said, "Yes," and, with just a slight twinge
f conscience, I began
nd singed all the hair off of that singular man.
hat finished .. I then spoke of a wash · .
For dandr.uff, to make the head clean;
nd the victim remarked that, "He'd try it, b'gosh."
So 'twas plied with a joy that· was keen.
hen 1 sold 11im a bottle to take home and try,
1d a tear-drop stood in ii1y eye.

I
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At last it was finished, washed, combed, and well dried,
The customer stood on his feet,
And then I gazed at him and softly I sighed;
My patron looked certainly neat.
He gave me a check, with a gratified·smile,
And a look at me devoid of all guile.
But the ways of Dame Fortune are certainly queer;
vVe never know what we are about.
vVhen I reached for the money so temptingly near,
I, alas, soon found,
In the riqs my roommate swiftly gave me a poke,
·
And with a cry of fright, I awoke.

A Pi(e) pe Dream.
(Dy C. A. Perrigo, Auburn, N. Y.)
One . ni.ght, ,after eating heartily of boarding h0use
mince pie (oak tanned leather c.rust and Portland cement filling), I had a curious dream. A regular incura1 .
.
ble v..·:ird Insane Asylum affair.
I drcameJ I was walking leisurely up the railroad trackl
when I heard an engine whistle. I promptly turned
-around to see what it wanted.
"Get off the track, you miserable tramp," it screamed.
Being called a tramp ma_de me angry, and I invited
the engine to make a flying trip to a place where the
climate is a trifle warmer than it is in an icehouse.
The engine got after me, so I cut across lots; but it
followed me, and too close for comfort at that.
I wondered how it could get along off the railroad
track, but came to the conclusion it ran on the tracks I
made ii1 the plowed field I was crossing. Suddenly it
turned into a big, fat policeman, who kept up the chase.
Goming to a high board fence (that's the kind our boarding house had, too), I scaled it and stood on the other
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side, having a quiet laugh all to myself, thinking of the departed at once. I thought that waii not much like
efforts of the fat policeman in trying to get over the fence. i\ick Carter. I ran ont of the room and theu up- I
But presently he came flying over. :\I ust have been a stain;. I had- no sooner got up than a trapdoor
fly cop. I headed for the river, and. running in, waded that covered the stairs, quickly shi1t. I turned about.
over. I got away from him He did not "run" me in. and saw three ugly toughs, and a pretty, yellow-haired
Did not even run in the river.
boy. The toughs seemed anxio11s for me to go into a
I "'hiked" along until. coming to a high bluff (I back room. But for that reason I was anxious to keep
woqldn't take it), I went to the edge to look over, but out. At the words, back roonjl. the boy seernecl terrified.
lost my balance (cashier skipped to Canada), and fell. , and bis long hair stood on end. Suddenly I sprang to
Took an awful tumble. ~lust have fell at least two feet. the trapdoor, opened it, sprang through. unhurt by the I
I dropped out of bed at 1his stage of the game, but did shots fired at me. I fell down the stairs and ran out
not wake up. A. nyway, I tell clown under the earth doors. 1 met a boy called Racette, with a big, black dog.
and it started rollin/$· over me. slowly squeezing me to I gave Racette some chin and he set his dog 011 me. I
death. Not being a girl, I dislike being squeezed. The ran till I came to a fence, with the dog at my heels. T
earth made a great spread out of me. It rolled me as climbed the fence and looked over, and on this side was
thin as a railroad restaurant sandwich.
a larger and crosser looking dog than the other. \Vhile
"Here!" I cried, "what are :i:ou rolling me out in this I was thinking what to do. the fence fell, and the dog·
shape for?''
sprang at me. I grabbed him by the throat. We strug"Making pie crust out of you." drawled the earth.
. gled for some time. but he got the best of me, and wai''Yes, but what have you got for filling?" I asked.
going to eat me when a shot rang out and he fell oYer.
"I've got two or three more fellows just like you, and J thought that must be Bu ff a lo Bill. I got on the other
sick of the fence, and . .on looking over again, I saw the
I am going to put them in and bake the whole of you.''
"'We'll have a warm time.'' said T.· "I have often been dog's eye~ all bloody; then I awoke.
roasted, but never befoi-e baked ...
Then curiosity getting th e better of me. I s:ii<l: ''\i\/hat
The Black Mask.
kind of pie \\·ill we make. :\tr. garth ?"
'']\Jen's pie," said the earth.
(By W. C. Edwards, St. Joseph. :.\lich.)
The cause of 111\' dream.
I was sitting by the fire, thinking. Father had told m
Then 1 woke- six hours later- after being callee\ seven
it was high time for young- men like me to be in bed. But
times.
~iii! I sat and thought.
Thal evening a friend had din ·
with us, and after supper had told us some remarkable
A Very Funny Dream.
stories oi a strang-e secret society uf Lower India. when·
he hat! been traveling. They had a stra11ge Indian name
(l-h Crowell Da·wkins, Tallahassee. Fla.)
which I coulc\n 't pronmmcc, but were al\\'ays distin
Last night 1 had a very fonny dream. I <lreame<l that g·uishcJ by a black mask when on their depredations
\\'hile walking· along i.\lonroe Street I was suddenly which \\·ere mostly of robbery, but sometimes murder
knocked down. Before I could move I was g·ag-ged and But it was not an ordinary black mask. , It covered th
bound. 1 was then carried into an old building that w<is face. except for small holes for eyes. and in the center
said to be haunted. · Strange sounds had been heard of the foreh<:ad a grinning ski11l and crossbones wer
there at night. and everybody was afraid to go near it. stamped in red.
I \\'as taken to the top floor. In one of the rooms were
1 sat there musing 011 the tales which our friend ha
about twenty men. They were talking in a foreign related and wondered if an American sleuth could rm
language. Soon one of them said in English: ''\V C' them to earth, a the 1riclian officials bad all failed
haYc follnd a snbstance iii the blood of children that will the attempt.
'.keep the person who drinks it alive indefinitely. In order
Sud<len-ly I felt rather faint, or light-headed, and
to' obtain this fh1id a few children must be sacrificed. In . dusky red light filled the room. I rose as if compeJle
·the morning your principal arteries will be ettt, and the by some unseen power and turned around to face, what
hlood will be drained from them." About this time I a tall figure in a black cloak enshrouding it from hea
awoke. You may guess that I did not sleep much more to foot, a mask cm·ering the face, and on the mask-ti
that night.
fatal red skull, the sign of the mystic society.
The figure, a man, I judged, by the height and builc
was glaring at me through the holes in the mask, an
A Jumbfod Dream.
t·he eyes seemed to influence me; whatever I migh.t do t
(By Jas. Scott. St. Hyacinth, Quebec.)
control nws~lf. The tall figure raised its hand, a,nd i
f dreamed one night I was standing on one corner of ;i voice that made me shake :fa11.~; "<::'.ome !" V"11v
th.e street, when ~: stranger stepped up to 111e. "I am did it I do not know. but I followed him out through -th
l\i<;:k Carter," he said, '~d I want you to help me to hall door, those terrible eyes holding me fast. B_ut w
capture soinc crooks in that building yonder." "All · · were not in our hall. but in a small chamber, lighted on!
right," I said, "lll go.'' 50011 after we: entered the house. by a pendant red light hanging in the center of the ceil
Suddenlv we saw a wo111an in black. vVe followed her ing. Around the walls were seated se\•eral other figure
some distance to another room. \Vhen we entered she the exact counterpart of tbe one who haq brought m
tun1cd to ?\'ick, saying. '·:rick Carter. look at those here. There they sat, silent as the grave. out at a sign
magic numbers and go away while you are able." Nick from the leader a large kett'le was brought in and in
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a fire was burning. · 1 was stripped to the waist, powerless
to prevent it, and the 'leader, after a few mystic gestures,
moved toward ' the fire in the kettle. And now I could
see that irons were being· heated in the fire. Heavens!
then they meant to torture me to death The chief, in
reaching for one of the irons, took his eyes off mine for
·an instant and the trance was broken. l turned around
to see if I might escape through the door; but, no, a
masked figure was before it. Quick as a thought, I
grabbed one of the sparkling hot irons. The leader's
hand shot to his belt and out came a long, shining dagger. But he couldn't strike. I was upon him; but, no,
arms caught me 'frnrn behind and held me while the
leader dashed forward and raised his dagger. One moment it was poised above .my heart, then down it came.
Crash ! I started up and looked around me. I was lying
at fuU length on our parlor floor. My head was aching
terribly. I tried to rise, but my hands and feet were
wrong, some way. I raised my head aud saw that they
were tied. Then I heard steps, and father came into
the roo1rJ. He looked at me and turned white as a sheet.
He released me, and I got on my feet, wiping the cold
perspiration from my brow, and then I saw blood on my
coat and hand for the first time. I had been strnck on
the head with some blunt instrument..
Father said that he had been aroused by a crash of
glass, and, sure enpugh, on passing through the sittingroom we found the fragments of a costly vase that had
been sitting on the table. Our first thought turned to
burglars, and, ·on examining the large oak case in the parlor, we found our suspicions correct. The drawers had
_ all been ransacked, and .all the jewelry, silverware, etc.,
taken; a loss of several hundred dollars. Father reported the robbery to the police, but the robbers were
never apprehended. As long as I live I shall never forget that night, and how near I came to death in my dream
and even in reality.

self up for lost. It carried me with great velocity till we
reached a cave of rocks where I saw many little ones
around me, and then I happened to open my eyes and I
saw my brother and father wi.th some fishermen who had
come to rescue me. They had a fight with the shark,
but my brother pui a bullet into the shark's head, and
then it let go of me. Then one ,of the men got me and
put me in the boat. I was very sick from the wounds
which the shark gave me.

Killed by the Cars.

(By l'v1yron Bowerman, Bankers, Mich.)
One night I had a very strange dream, and' one like I
never wish to experience again.
That day I had been to visit a cousin who lives near
a railroad track. That night I had this dream:
I was walking alo'ng by the side of a railroad tftck,
which was near a lake. On one side of the track was
steep bank. I was on the other side of the track.
Suddenly in the distance I heard a train whistle. That
was nothing unusual, so I thought nothing of it. For
some reason or other, I stepped over to the side where
the steep bank was. But I did not notice this now, but
kept on, until the train ,\·as only about forty or fifty
rods away.
T hen I noticed that the train would pass so near the
bank that I would not have room to stand. for the bank
extended so far down that I did not dare jump.
Even then I was not much frightened, but started to
jump across the track to the safe side.
But just as I. jumped. my toe caught under the rail,
·
and I could not get away.
Uh! the horror of that moment was awful. ·wildly
I tried . to shout, but I could not utter a single sound.
Jhe11 I thought of waving my hat, but so great was my
terror, that I could not move a muscle. Evidently the engineer had not seen me, for the train was only a little
way off, and going· at full speed. Then I gaye a great cry
A Vcry Cose Ca11.
and the train passed over my body.
(By Raymond Amador, Brooklyn, . N. Y.)
The cry had awakened me. and I sat up in bed, treml once had a very funny dream and it was clown in blino- from head to foot and dripping with sweat.
Central America, while I lived there. It was a very · · Ti1e rest of the family vtere all awakened, and my
stormy night, the wirid was howling something terrible, father came into my room to see ·what the matter was.
When he found it was only a dream, he laughed aFJd
and you would think the sea was in a state of madness.
. fter a time the city was overflowed by water, some- said I had ·better go to sleep and let the trains alone.
But I could sleep no more that night, and lay thinking
thing like Galveston, Texas. And the houses were all
floating, and in the middle was my house. Some of the of my strange dream . The whole thing seemed so real
house8 were sinking, and others were drifting down into and terrifying- that I could not dismiss it from my mind.
the Pacific Ocean. While all these things .were going on I only hope I shall never have such a dream again.
many large fish were swinuning around the hou~es.
Many of the fish were sharks, while the others were alliOnly a Dream.
gators and other kind of species. Abm1t this time 111any
men had gathered boats and steam-launches and steamers,
Cleveland, Ohio.)
Schoeneweg,
(By Rufus
and were coming tQ the rescue, while· I and my family
One night I had the following dream :
were prisoners in the }/ouse and could not get out. No
I dreamed that I had fallen in with a crowd of b:id
help was coming till at last the house began to sink, and
tprough one of the windows I saw a man stretching his ·boys as companions. I began to chew and smoke, and.
arms t0 my brother, mother and father. but thev could when I could not get tobacco, I would tackle my mother's
.
·.,.
not find me and so they gave me up for lost. Next I pocketbook.
Tht: place 1· <lreanwd of and lived in was a small · vinestlw a tetrible shark. with its huge jaws op~n ready .to devour me any moment. Nearer and n ~an:1: it came,. until ooverccl cottage by the side of a canal. There \vas a
it caught me in its javYS. 'W hen I saw thts. l gave my- Jiig garden in the front of the cottage, and · my mother,

a
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working in this garden had found a tobacco pouch with
a pipe tied to it. She recognized it as that belonging
to one of our neighbors. She asked me how it got there,
but I pretended not to know anything about it. She
said, "I believe that the pipe got so strong that it walked
home with yoi1 when you were over there. ·It must have ·
looked very nice to see the pipe walking beside you.
"I believe I will take you out to the farms and try
and get you work." So we set out in the direction of
the farms and my mother procured a position for me
in a maple sugar grove. I went to work, but prm;nised to
come home when I had spare time.
I used to sit and watch the men playing cards or gambling when' I had a few hours spare time. I never joinetl
them until they invited and coaxed me to. I thus began
to 'drink strong liquors and lose all my h<ird-earned
money in gambling.
In this vision I saw my mother's face one night while
lying on my bed of hard boughs in the sugar grove. She
talked to me, but I forget what she said. I immediately
started on my jotirney home. I reached there, and my
mother began to scold me. I then awoke, but, to my surprise, found it was only a dream.

A Dream of Gold.
(By Albert Duty, Mound City, Ill.)
One cold December night, as I was sitting by the fire
waiting for my father to come home from his work, I
fell asleep and dreamed. This is what I dreamed: I
dreamed that I was in the Klondike, seeking gold, and
that I was walking along a narrow stream, vvhen I stubbed my toe, and looked down to see what I stumbled over,
and "saw a large chunk of gold. I stooped down and
found that there were lots of it lying around. I began
to fill my pockets with it. _
Pretty soon I noticed that the air was turning colder,
and I began to freeze. Seizing another large lump, I
started for camp, but could not walk very well. Soon
I got so cold that I could not walk, sinking down on the
cold ground. I tried to call fo r help, but my voice failed
me. Then I awoke with a start and rubbed my eyes.
Vv'hile I had been asleep the fire had gone out, and the
room was freezing cold. This is a true dream.
A Strange Dream.
(By Merle Edington, Ottawa, kan.)
One night we were telling stories of outlaws~ When
I went to bed I dreamed that I was riding along in
the country and stopped to get a drink at a ravine. ·while
standing there I was attacked from behind and thrown
to the ground, and bound. They took me to a camp
and set me on a log. I was sitting there thinking how
I could escape, when I felt my bonds give way and I
was released. I jumped up to see who it was, but could
see no one in sight but the sentinels, and they had their
backs turned. So I made my way through the woods.
Pretty soon I heard footsteps behind, which came closer
and closer. Then the cold muzzle of a revolver was
pressed against my temple and I heard a voice that said,
"Come with me or you are a dead man." We retraced
our steps back to the camp, where I was tied to a tree
and gagged. There were but two men here, for some

reason or other. I was not there long till I heard hoof
beats behind, and up dashed two horsemen. They were
my chums, and they fired at the two that were there and
put them to flight. They then set me free and told me
there was a horse
me down the road a little way.
vVhen we reached the piace I got on my horse ancl we
rode away. We went to a hotel and got rooms. l had
a room separate from the others, and pretty soon I heard
some one say, ''Get up! Get up!" and it was my mother
waking me up.

for

A Scarefol

Dre~m.

(By Ernest Barnum, Danbury, Conn.)
Coming home from work one evening, it being quite:, ·
dark and ten degrees above zero, I took a short cut up
the railroad track. · When pretty near the end, I slipped
and fe ll, striking my tongue .on the rail, it sticking .fast.
Knowing a train was about due, I tried with might and
main to release myself, but with no avail. Soon the
rails began to hum and I knew the train was cominrr. I
could just turn enough to see the headlight in th~'? distance. What an awful moment!
Toot, toot, nearer and nearer it 'drew, when, suddenly,
I thought of a newspaper in my pocket. Taking it out
I tried to find a match. Finally I · found a small piece.
Shading it with my hand, I got it lit. Ob, what agony
I suffered, but it stopped the train, and the . trainmen
thawed my tong ue off tj-1e track. Then they turnetl and
told me my hair was gray. I groai1ed and then I woke
up. It was only a dream.
A W e'.rd Nig-ht.
(BJ George E. Stearns, Winchester, Mass.)
1 had been reading an exciting storl and after going to
bed I fell asleep and thought I heard a noise, and, on
look ing, I saw a gypsy looking in the window.
He was picking the Jock, and finally opened the window and came in, wpen, to my. astonishment, I saw he
had· whigs. · ,·
He hovered over me for a while, and then pounced
gown upon me, and carried me off through . the window
and w,e boarded what; on looking around, r saw was
a peculiar box-shaped air-ship. He pulled a l~ver and
we werit sailing through the air, and finally something
got out of order, and we dropped and came down upon
a railroad track. An express train was going on ahead
and he hitched the air-ship on back by means of a chatni
and we sped over the rails at terrific rate.
After a while we jumped the track and went down,
down. clown, and when we reached the bottom I saw we
were in a deep ravijle and savv a large band of Indians
leaping after us. But then, to my astonishment, I saw the
ground open and we began to descend, and landed in a
large encampment of gypsies, where everything was dirty
and vile. /
When, lo and behold ! an angel descende<:l and, taking
me in_his arms, carried me to a lan<l far. far away.
There I saw Ettie girls playing with diamonds and I
was ' going to pick one up, when I · woke up and found
the day wet and dreary at1d ·raining hard.
This is an actual dream.
I dreamed it on the night of November Gth
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